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Abstract 
Barrier islands are extremely dynamic landforms, and one of the most dynamic 
aspects of a barrier island is the beach. In an effort to document change in these 
environments, the National Park Service (NPS) Inventory & Monitoring Program 
Northeast Coastal & Barrier Network (NCBN) have established a set of coastal 
geomorphology protocols to collect ecological indicator datasets. Two of the most 
important and readily available sources of data within these protocols are horizontal 
shoreline locations collected by global positioning systems (GPS), and general beach 
topography collected by lidar topographic surveys. There are several methods used to 
quantify the amount of change between these datasets. Shoreline change analysis, or 
measuring the amount of change in shoreline position over time, is a common application 
of coastal geomorphology data One of the most valuable opportunities provided by lidar 
surveys is the examination of overall beach topography in an accurate, efficient, and 
spatially dense manner. 
For research and management personnel in National Parks that contain a barrier 
island depositional environment, these data and analyses are extremely useful for a J 
variety of Park Service applications. In an effort to determine and document what data 
and analyses are available to park personnel, I led interviews and discussion groups at the 
four open ocean national Park sites in the NCBN. Some of the most common requests 
and interests involved an ease in visualization of both shoreline and lidar datasets; 
shoreline change analysis on either the entire shoreline, or a specific user-defined 
segment of shoreline; detennining areas with significant changes in elevation using lidar 
surveys; and highlighting specific elevation ranges. 
Through these discussions, it became apparent that managers and researchers 
within the Park Service are interested in using shoreline and lidar data, but many do not 
have the time or experience required to efficiently do so. As a solution to this problem, I 
have created the Coastal Geo Toolbox. This is a GIS-based set of automated procedures, 
with the intention of simplifying the utilization of shoreline and lidar data. The Toolbox 
was created using the Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programming language, and 
ArcGIS 8.3. The tools included in the Coastal Geo Toolbox are: a graphical user 
interface (GUI) driven definition query for the NCBN shoreline databases; automated 
shoreline change analysis; creation of a standardized lidar legend; ability to extract 
elevation data for other GIS datasets; simplification of some Spatial Analyst functions 
including creating contour lines and slope maps from lidar data; calculate changes in lidar 
surveys through topographic change analysis; highlight specific elevation ranges; and 
extract a smaller portion of the lidar survey. The ocean parks in the NCBN will all 
receive a copy of the Coastal Geo Toolbox along with a User's Manual and sample 
datasets. 
The Coastal Geo Toolbox was then utilized on an application relevant to the 
National Park Service as an evaluation of the efficiency and accuracy of the toolbox. The 
application chosen was to examine the geomorphologic effects of adding fill in the form 
_of a complex replenishment template to the Northend region of Assateague Island 
National Seashore in the fall of 1998. This template included adding sediment to the 
berm and back-barrier flat, as well as the construction of a foredune. The Coastal 
Geo Toolbox was used to examine any effects the fill may have had on shoreline change 
and overwash. Control areas were chosen in the adjacent areas to the north and south of 
the fill area. My hypotheses were that the fill had created a more reflective beach profile, 
which would cause an increase in shoreline erosion, and that the higher elevations in the 
fill area would restrict overwash over the island. The results of these analyses showed 
that the only difference in shoreline change between the control and experimental sites 
was a greater amount of shoreline accretion in the fill area, probably due to the fill 
spreading out onto the berm and beachface. Visual examination of the lidar surveys 
showed some possible overwash restriction in the fill area, but quantitative analysis 
through volume calculations seemed to be impacted by the quality of each lidar survey. 
Overall, the Coastal GeoToolbox provided the necessary analysis and visualization 
procedures to undertake this comparison in an accurate and efficient manner. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and User Needs Assessment 
Introduction 
The dynamic nature of barrier islands, and especially the beach sub-
environment, is well documented (Andrews et al. 2002; Brock et al. 2002; Dolan et 
al. 1992; Leatherman 1983; Morton and Sallenger 2003). As wave, storm surge, 
tidal, and eolian processes interact over these landforms, changes occur over time 
scales ranging from hours associated with tides and storm events, to years and 
decades as a result of longshore sediment transport and other erosionaVdepositional 
trends (Krabill et al. 2000). Recording and analyzing changes in barrier island 
morphology is essential for coastal management. Monitoring the location of 
important geomorphic features such as the shoreline and foredune zone provides a 
way of better understanding current beach dynamics and the factors that influence 
volumetric changes in sediment along the coast, in addition to revealing short-term 
trends in beach elevation changes and rates of shoreline movement (Morton and 
Sallenger 2003). 
The National Park Service Inventory and Monitoring (l&M) Program was 
created with the purpose of establishing ecological monitoring programs in National 
Parks throughout the United States. The Northeast Coastal and Barrier Network 
(NCBN) is a component of the I&M program; it contains eight National Park Service 
sites in five states extending from Cape Cod National Seashore in Massachusetts, to 
Colonial National Historical Park in Virginia (Figure 1). All of these sites are near 
major bodies of water, and all deal with similar coastal issues and concerns (Duffy 
and Allen 2002). Four of these parks -- Assateague Island National Seashore (ASIS), 
1 
Cape Cod National Seashore (CACO), Fire Island National Seashore (FIIS), and 
Gateway National Recreation Area (GATE) -- have open ocean coastlines, and as a 
result, contain significant barrier island, barrier spit, and beach environments. This 
particular study focuses on these parks. 
--------





Figure 1. Location of National Park sites in the Northeast Coastal & Barrier 
Network. 
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Having such dynamic environments within a National Park Service site 
creates a variety of distinct research and management issues. For example, it is 
necessary to monitor the ocean and marsh shorelines of a barrier island in order to 
maintain current and accurate Park boundaries. There are state- and federal-listed 
endangered species that thrive in these dynamic environments. The scale of spatial 
change in barrier islands is often so great that habitats can undergo a complete 
transformation as overwash deposits fill-in and cover salt marsh and terrestrial 
vegetation. Coastal National Parks are also extremely popular destinations for 
visitors in the summer beach season, and management issues related to coastal 
geomorphology often are primarily focused on protecting infrastructure and 
development from encroaching storm surges and shoreline transgression. Protecting 
structures from coastal geomorphic change is also critical for managing historic and 
culturally significant locations and buildings, an important consideration for many 
coastal National Parks. 
Coastal geomorphology data 
In order to make sound management decisions for dynamic coastal 
environments, detailed and frequent monitoring of coastal geomorphology is 
required. In the NCBN, several vital signs (ecological indicators) have been 
suggested to assess how changes are occurring. Two of the most important and 
readily available sources of data used in monitoring geomorphology are horizontal 
3 
shoreline locations collected by global positioning systems (GPS), and general beach 
topography collected by lidar* topographic surveys (Duffy and Allen 2002). 
Quantifying shoreline change has long been of importance to coastal 
geomorphologists, and is now used in many management activities including 
estimating sediment transport, predicting the effect of proposed shoreline structures, 
\ 
and establishing building setback lines (Leatherman 1983). Especially when 
collected over long periods of time, these data can provide a reliable indicator of 
long-term change, and can serve as an estimate for mean high water (MHW) 
(Stockdon et al. 2002; Anders and Brynes 1991). Historical shoreline change has 
been used to calculate erosion rates in a Federal Emergency Mapping Agency 
(FEMA) coastal erosions hazards study (Crowell et al. 1999). Shoreline change rates 
are also used to establish building setbacks along critical erosion areas in the southern 
coast of Rhode Island (Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council 2002). 
Most methods to quantify shoreline location are based on a number of 
assumptions (Stockdon et al. 2002); the most basic being how the shoreline is defined 
and recorded. In coastal research, the mean high water line (MHW) has typically 
been referred to as the shoreline (Anders and Brynes 1991; Stockdon et al. 2002). 
Other physical features in the beach have also historically been used to define the 
shoreline including the last high tide swash (LHTS) and vegetation line (Stockdon et 
al. 2002). Aerial photography can also be used to delineate shorelines along the 
visible LHTS (Boothroyd et al. 1988). In the National Park Service NCBN, shoreline 
data are collected with global positioning systems (GPS) as the receiver is driven 
• Lidar was originally derived as an acronym for 'Light Detection And Ranging,' similar to radar, 
which once stood for 'RAdio Detection And Ranging.' Both are now accepted words (Sallenger et al., 
2003). 
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along the high tide swash line left by a previous high tide. In an effort to minimize 
extreme environmental conditions, shoreline surveys are not collected during major 
storm or wind events, and not during spring or neap tides. In order to record both the 
fair weather and the storm beach in a given year, shorelines are collected at least 
twice a year and if possible additionally before and after any major storm events 
(Duffy and Allen 2002). 
Although shoreline surveys provide a reliable long-term indicator of change, it 
is often important to better quantify changes over the entire barrier island. For 
example, the shoreline cannot indicate changes in other geomorphologic features such 
as the foredune zone, or back-barrier flat. In order to better ascertain the amount of 
geomorphologic change over the entire barrier environment, elevation measurements 
should be collected over the entire island. In the past, beach topography data 
collection provided only coarse representations of study areas and techniques for 
gathering this information required either interpretation of aerial photographs or 
interpolation of data points collected through extensive field collection (Woolard and 
Colby 2002). Field data collection involved measuring elevations one point at a time, 
along a series of transect lines to monitor changes in a dune and/or beach profile, or 
by placing a grid over a study area and collecting an elevation measurement at each 
grid intersection. After collection, both of these methods require spatial interpolation 
to estimate elevations where data points are not collected. These interpolations can 
involve assumptions that greatly affect the results of a survey-derived dataset 
(Andrews et al. 2002). 
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Recently, advances in remote sensing technologies have made it possible to 
accurately measure topography for use in the analysis of sedimentary processes, 
hydrology, and wildlife habitats (Brock et al. 2002). The most prevalent remote 
sensing technique used for measuring elevation is lidar topographic surveys. Lidar 
has the ability to collect elevation measurements at 2,000 to greater than 20,000 
points per second, and has been shown to have sub-meter horizontal accuracy and a 
vertical accuracy of 15 centimeters (Brock and Sallenger 2001 ). Lidar data are 
frequently collected at a density of one measurement per square meter (Brock and 
Sallenger 2001 ). After some initial processing, a final data product from a lidar 
survey consists of seamless topography for the area surveyed (Krabill et al. 2000) 
(Figure 2). Depending on the area, these data can accurately portray the location and 
elevation of several geomorphic features including the beach, foredune zone or 
headland bluff, washover fans, and back barrier flat (Andrews et al. 2002). Lidar data 
has also been used in biological studies to directly measure the three-dimensional 
distribution of canopies, providing highly accurate estimates of vegetation height, 
cover, and canopy structure (Lefsky et al. 2002). An important idea to keep in mind, 
however, is that the lidar data do not accurately represent bathymetry, so any 
elevations collected over water surfaces and aquatic habitats should not be perceived 
as accurate elevation measurements. Through an agreement with NASA (National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration) and the USGS (United States Geological 
Survey), the NCBN is committed to collecting a lidar topographic survey for each of 
the eight NPS sites at least once every two years, and, if possible, after any major 
storm events (Duffy and Allen 2002). 
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Figure 2. An example of a seamless lidar survey taken over the 
Provincelands section of Cape Cod National Seashore on Sept. 25, 2000. 
This survey is displayed in grid format with a cell size of lm x lm, 
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Horizontal shoreline location 
Shoreline change analysis is one of the most common applications of coastal 
geomorphology data. Shoreline location has been found to often portray a direct 
correlation to erosion and accretion of a beach, and shoreline change analysis allows 
these changes to be quantified in a scientific manner. Shoreline change analysis 
measures change in shoreline position over time (Dolan et al. 1992). There are 
several factors to consider before performing shoreline change analysis; these include 
evaluation of potential sources of error and determining which statistical methods are 
appropriate for an assessment. 
There are several potential sources of error in shoreline change analysis. One 
of the most basic assumptions is how the shoreline is defined and recorded (Stockdon 
et al. 2002). The mean high water (MHW) line, the last high tide swash (LHTS) line, 
and the edge of vegetation line have all been used as definitions for the shoreline 
(Stockdon et al. 2002; Anders and Brynes 1991). Even if multiple datasets were 
using the same shoreline definition, one still must determine a common datum, scale, 
map projection, and coordinate system, in addition to estimating inherent map errors, 
in order to asses the significance of calculated changes. Additionally, shoreline 
measurements are only as accurate as the source data. When undergoing shoreline 
change analysis on multiple sources, the error involved is a cumulative result of all 
the individual errors in the source datasets (Anders and Brynes 1991). The shorelines 
collected by the NCBN were collected by GPS with an estimated error of+/- 1 meter, 
as determined by the GPS instruments (Duffy and Allen 2002). 
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Another source of error in shoreline change analysis stems from the time 
between datasets. A study by Crowell et al. (1993) determined that error bars and 
confidence intervals for shoreline change rates were smaller for comparisons between 
longer periods of time. Longer periods between samples tended to filter out the short-
term fluctuations from the long-term trends. 
There are a variety of documented statistical methods for conducting shoreline 
change analysis (Dolan et al. 1992): 
End Point Rate (EPR)- a simple calculation of the distance of shoreline movement 
divided by the time elapsed between the measurements. Usually, the earliest and 
most recent dates are used, but combinations ofEPRs can be calculated. 
• Advantages: ease of computation, widespread use. 
• Disadvantages: often times, only two datasets are used in this calculation, 
causing spurious data to have a strong influence on the results. 
Linear Regression (LR) - shoreline locations are graphed, with shoreline position on 
the y-axis and time on the x-axis. A best-fit line is then calculated, using the method 
of Least Squares, through the entire sample of shoreline positions. The slope of the 
line is an estimate of the shoreline rate-of-change. 
• Advantages: LR is purely computational, based on accepted statistical 
methods, and uses all data available to calculate the rate-of-change. 
• Disadvantages: when shoreline positions are clustered, some dates will have 
more influence on the regression than others. 
Average of Rates (AOR) - individual EPRs are calculated from shoreline position data 
when more than two shoreline positions are available. An equation is used that 
10 
incorporates the accuracy of the shorelines and the magnitude of the rate-of-change to 
determine if each EPR meets a standard requirement (minimum time criterion). All 
EPRs that meet the time standard are considered long-term rates, and then averaged to 
provide a more reliable estimate of the actual shoreline rate-of-change. 
• Advantages: the AOR method utilizes as many shoreline datasets as possible, 
while only using 'good' data. This method is also sensitive to substantial 
shifts in trends and data variability, and, therefore, filters short-term 
variability. 
• Disadvantages: lack of a computational norm for the minimum time span 
equation, and the sensitivity of the results to the values used in the 
measurement error values. 
Jackknifing (JK) - this method is an adaptation of LR, but uses all possible 
combinations of LRs given by omitting one point each iteration. The slopes of each 
regression line are then averaged to provide an estimate of the long-term trend. 
• Advantages: a purely computational method with results that are less 
influenced by data clusters, and provides a good assessment of model 
accuracy by examining the overall goodness of fit for the omitted points. 
• Disadvantages: a large number of computations are required to run this 
statistic, and the question of added statistical value when using a smaller 
number of shoreline data points. 
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Lidar topographic surveys 
Although lidar is a relatively new technology, there have been a variety of coastal 
geomorphology studies utilizing this spatially dense dataset to map geomorphic 
features or to quantify changes in beach topography. 
Lidar's representation of seamless beach topography provides coastal 
researchers and managers the unique ability to delineate a variety of coastal features. 
An objective and detailed delineation of shoreline position can be attained from lidar 
surveys using techniques involving referencing the elevations to a tidal datum, or 
examining intensity data collected from the backscatter of the lidar laser. During 
lidar surveys, the intensity of each reflected laser point is recorded along with 
elevation and geographic location. High intensities correspond to more solid 
surfaces, such as sand, and low intensities are attributed to less solid surfaces, such as 
water or vegetation (Gibeaut et al. 2003; Gibeaut 2003). A recent NOAA study 
(Woolard et al. 2003) utilized a datum conversion computer program to convert all 
the elevations in a lidar survey to the Mean High Water (MHW) tidal datum. After 
this procedure, the zero contour line was extracted and corresponds to the MHW 
shoreline. Harris (2003) developed methods that use lidar surveys to extract other 
important geomorphic indicators of change such as foredune location and volume, 
and edge of vegetation, in addition to shorelines. 
Perhaps one of the most valuable opportunities provide~ by lidar surveys is 
the examination of overall beach topography in an accurate, efficient, and spatially 
dense manner (Woolard and Colby 2002). For example, the NASA Automated 
Topographic Mapper (ATM) lidar surveys were found to have a root mean square 
12 
(RMS) error of approximately 15 cm (Sallenger et al. 2003). The ATM was used to 
collect lidar surveys before and after two major extra-tropical cyclones on Assateague 
Island National Seashore during the winter of 1998. Vertical beach changes in some 
areas were found to be greater than two meters, which is much greater than any error 
associated with the ATM lidar surveys. Because of the high spatial density of 
elevation measurements, many scales of geomorphic features were evident in the 
surveys, from ten-meter wide beach cusps to estimates of change in foredune 
elevations and overwash deposits (Sallenger et al. 2003). This sensor is also used to 
collect the NCBN lidar surveys (Duffy and Allen 2002). 
Potential uses for coastal geomorphology data and analyses in the NCBN 
For research and management personnel in National Parks that contain a 
barrier island depositional environment, the data and analyses previously described 
are extremely useful for research and management applications. In an effort to 
determine and document what data are available to park personnel, and which 
procedures would be most useful, I led interviews and discussion groups at the four 
open ocean national park sites in the NCBN. Table 1 lists the National Park Service 
researchers and managers that participated in these discussions. The questionnaire 
used and a complete copy of notes taken during each discussion is provided in 
Appendix A. 
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Table 1. List of participants in Park discussions about the Coastal Geo Toolbox. 
Name Position Location 
JackKumer Wildlife Biologist ASIS 
Brian Sturgis Estuarine Ecologist ASIS 
Mark Sturm Plant Ecologist ASIS 
Carl Zimmerman Resource Management Division Chief ASIS 
Mark Adams GIS Specialist CACO 
Bob Cook Wildlife Biologist CACO 
Nancy Finley Resource Management Division Chief CACO 
Evan Gwilliams Natural Resource Management CACO 
Carrie Phillips CACO Inventory & Monitoring Coordinator CACO 
John Portnoy Wetland Ecologist CACO 
Eric Schneider Natural Resources Science Graduate Student CACO 
Stephen Smith Plant Ecologist CACO 
Scott Stevens GIS Technician and Graduate Student CACO 
Diane Abell Park Planner FIIS 
Michael Bilecki Chief of Resource Management FIIS 
Steve Henderson Interpreter FIIS 
Marie Lawrence Natural Resource Management FIIS 
George Leone Safety Officer FIIS 
Patti Rafferty Coastal Ecologist FIIS 
Kristin Santos Interpreter FIIS 
Steve Singler Chief of Maintenance FIIS 
David Spirtes Superintendent FIIS 
Barry Sullivan Deputy Superintendent FIIS 
Paula Valentine Chief of Interpretation FIIS 
Doug Adano Dept. of Natural Resources (DNR) Chief GATE 
Mike Byer Botanist GATE 
Jackie Duhon Biological Technician GATE 
George Frame DNR GATE 
Christine Grayson DNR Fisheries Biologist GATE 
Bruce Lane Natural Resources Management GATE 
Kathy Mellander GIS Specialist GATE 
Chris Olijnyk Refuge Operations Specialist GATE 
Dave Taft District Ranger GATE 
Kim Tripp Research Coordinator GATE 
Craig Ungerecht Public Health Officer GATE 
John ZuZworsky Refuge Operations Specialist GATE 
Norbert Psuty 
Professor Emeritus, Rutgers Univ. / Director, 
Rutgers Univ. 
Sandy Hook Cooperative Research Programs 
Jeff Pace 
Watershed Coordinator, Sandy Hook Rutgers Univ. 
Cooperative Research Programs 
Mark Duffy GIS Specialist NCBN 
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The following section summarizes the results of my interviews with resource 
managers in the NCBN. 
Assateague Island National Seashore -- Assateague Island National Seashore (ASIS) 
has been undergoing coastal geomorphology monitoring since 1998. This monitoring 
is composed of horizontal shoreline location measured by a GPS, collecting cross 
island transect elevation profiles using a Total Station surveying system, and seamless 
beach topography collected through airborne lidar surveys. Carl Zimmerman, the 
Natural Resource Management Division Chief at ASIS, stated that he uses the 
horizontal shoreline location data for conducting environmental assessments of 
historic structures, and expressed considerable interest in using the data more 
frequently if they were available and analyses (especially shoreline change analysis) 
were more accessible. 
The NPS researchers at ASIS use the shoreline datasets less commonly, but 
use lidar data for a variety of purposes including the extraction of elevation statistics 
for biological habitat studies and monitoring changes in coastal geomorphology. In 
addition there is an interest in utilizing lidar datasets to monitor habitat changes in 
vegetation and document the location and size ofwashover fans and freshwater 
ponds. Limiting factors to using lidar data were the inaccessibility of the survey data 
and a lack of time required in learning how to properly and efficiently use them. Of 
all the lidar operations discussed with ASIS researchers and managers, the most 
important was simply automating a visualization of the data, with a secondary interest 
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in the visualization of elevation changes between datasets and extracting elevation 
data for point, line, and polygon vector datasets. 
Cape Cod National Seashore -- Cape Cod National Seashore (CACO) has a 
geomorphology monitoring dataset that dates back to the late 1800's. The earliest 
data are known as the Marindin transects and are a series of 220 beach profiles 
collected throughout CACO in 1889. More recent coastal geomorphology datasets 
include horizontal shoreline surveys that date back to the early 1990's and lidar 
elevation surveys starting in 1998. Nancy Finley, the Resource Management 
Division Chief, and Carrie Phillips, the Inventory & Monitoring Coordinator for 
CACO, were both interested in utilizing these data in an examination of shoreline 
change, and also assessing changes to coastal bluffs. In addition, along with other 
CACO personnel, they were primarily concerned with these datasets being available 
and accessible for use on a consistent basis. 
Most of the resource management staff at CACO were especially interested in 
the lidar data, which could be used for a variety of purposes including collecting land 
and water surface elevations for fresh water wetlands throughout the park, extracting 
current profiles to be compared to the Marindin transects, monitoring and making 
predictions on marsh restoration projects, examining extreme overwash events during 
storms, and examining dune evolution. The most useful lidar operations include 
standardizing visualization of the surveys, determining areas of major elevation 
changes, and getting elevation statistics and attributes for vector datasets. 
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Fire Island National Seashore -- Fire Island National Seashore (FIIS) has an ongoing 
coastal geomorphology monitoring program that includes shoreline and beach profile 
datasets dating back to the early 1990's and lidar surveys collected over FIIS since 
1998. Similar to the other ocean parks in the network, a main concern of park 
personnel at FIIS is making the data that have been collected more accessible and 
easy to use. The shorelines are mainly used to portray variability in shoreline 
location, through overlaying a series of shoreline location datasets on aerial 
photographs, and in many park development projects. A major interest in utilization 
of the lidar surveys was to query the datasets to highlight specified elevations, 
changes in elevations, or ranges in elevations or changes, in an effort to use lidar 
surveys to determine if any development has exceeded zoning regulations. Michael 
Bilecki, the Resource Management Division Chief at FIIS, also stated another interest 
in using the lidar surveys to examine the potential coastal geomorphic impacts of 
people driving on the beach and calculating changes in beach elevations, as well as 
formulating predictions as to where the shoreline could be after certain amounts of 
sea-level rise. 
Gateway National Recreation Area -- The main focus of the Gateway National 
Recreation Area (GATE) geomorphology data collection has been on a barrier island 
spit in northern New Jersey known as Sandy Hook. This area has a temporally dense 
collection of monthly profile surveys, in addition to shoreline surveys since the early 
1990's. There have also been lidar topographic surveys collected over this area since 
the late 1990's. The park personnel at GATE are extremely interested in simplifying 
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the process of selecting and overlaying a series of shorelines in one image, in addition 
to an automated and standardized method of using the data to calculate shoreline 
change rates. Dr. Norbert Psuty, a coastal geomorphologist at Sandy Hook, stated 
that one of the most important components to the repeated calculation of shoreline 
change rates was to show the magnitude of change, so that one can then-decide if 
something is going wrong. Park personnel were also interested in simplifying the 
visualization and use of lidar surveys as well as documenting changes between 
surveys. 
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Chapter 2: The Coastal Geo Toolbox 
Introduction 
Even the most basic coastal change analyses are quite complex with respect to 
technical operations and lidar data can be cumbersome because of large file sizes. 
The technical demands of processing lidar data on in-park resource managers is quite 
high and, as was shown in Chapter 1, precludes many Park scientists from using these 
data on a regular basis. In addition, the visualization of the data and analytical results 
can be difficult to understand. 
To ameliorate these problems, I created an automated suite of GIS data 
processing tools called the Coastal GeoToolbox. The Toolbox is a user-friendly 
GIS-based computer program that provides a suite of the most commonly run 
shoreline and coastal change visualization and analysis operations. It allows a user to 
interactively select a geographic area and choose from a package of analytical tools in 
a graphical user interface (GUI) driven environment. The results of analyses are 
given in a format that is understandable to the managers and researchers utilizing 
these procedures. Additionally, a main component of the Coastal GeoToolbox is its 
design for those with limited GIS experience. 
An example of a working GIS program that calculates shoreline change 
analysis is the Digital Shoreline Analysis System (DSAS), created by the USGS 
(Thieler et al. 2003). The Coastal GeoToolbox differs from DSAS in that the Coastal 
Geo Toolbox is created in a newer version of the ESRI software, utilizes lidar data in 
addition to shoreline data, and is specifically designed for NPS personnel in the 
NCBN. 
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General architecture of the toolbox 
When looking into the options for creating the Coastal GeoToolbox, it became 
quickly apparent that ArcGIS 8.3 provided the opportunity to create customized tools, 
while still maintaining the more common tools available in a GIS. One of the main 
components of ArcGIS 8.3 is ArcMap -- a GUI-driven environment that provides the 
most common GIS tools. ArcMap provides some initial customization possibilities, 
including moving and creating new toolbars, and buttons. Behind each newly created 
button there can be code that when the button is pressed a procedure is run. This code 
can be based on several computer-programming languages. The language utilized in 
the Coastal GeoToolbox is Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). ArcObjects were 
also used; these are an assortment of coded procedures saved into discrete objects. 
To create the Coastal Geo Toolbox, a new toolbar was created that contains a series of 
buttons (Figure 3). Behind each button is an automated procedure that runs a 
visualization or analysis tool on either the lidar topographic surveys or horizontal 
shoreline location datasets collected and managed by the NCBN. 
The code used to automate these tools is provided in Appendix B. An outline 
of the user's manual for the Coastal GeoToolbox is provided in Appendix C. 
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Figure 3. The toolbar created in the ArcGIS 8.3 ArcMap desktop 
environment. Each button on this toolbar contains an automated 
procedure in the Coastal GeoToolbox. This figure was split up into 
three sections (A, B, and C) in order to fit lengthwise on a single page. 
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The Coastal Geo Toolbox toolbar is divided into two groups. The first group 
contains two tools, 'Select Shorelines to View' and 'Shoreline Change Analysis' 
(Figure 3a), and pertains to horizontal shoreline location data. The other group 
contains the remaining six buttons or menus, and contains tools that utilize the lidar 
grid data. Each of these buttons is explained in the following section. 
Horizontal shoreline location 
Select Shorelines to View 
Through the development of the NCBN protocols for collecting shoreline 
datasets in coastal parks, it has been determined that an optimal means of storing 
these data is through the creation of a shoreline database. This database is composed 
of an ESRI GIS shapefile that contains each shoreline as a separate feature. These 
features have specified attributes to record day, month, and year of collection, 
shoreline type (ocean, bay, etc.), and monitoring purpose. This somewhat complex 
encoding of shoreline location results in a confusing dataset to novice GIS users. The 
Coastal GeoToolbox provides a GUI driven environment to choose which attributes 
the user would like to see, and by use of a definition query, only shows features that 
meet such a selection (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. This example portrays the shoreline database query, as used on 
a section of Fire Island National Seashore. (A) When first loaded in a GIS, 
the shoreline database shapefile is viewed in one color, with every feature 
included. (B) After selecting the shoreline database query button, the 
query form appears, allowing the user to first select fields, and then choose 
which specific attributes to include in the query. Clicking on the 'How 
many selected?' button previews the number of features that would be 
included in the query. (C) Clicking 'Submit' performs the query and 
outputs the selected features only. Each feature can then be given distinct 
symbology in the shapefile properties. 
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Shoreline Change Analysis 
Shoreline change analysis is the calculation of the change in shoreline position 
over time (Dolan et al. 1992). The procedure was automated in the Coastal 
GeoToolbox using ArcGIS 8.3 by first creating a series ofreference data for each 
park (Figure 5). Following the procedures described by Allen et al. (2002), a set of 
reference points was created by buffering the reference shoreline, usually the oldest 
shoreline, 150 meters into the ocean. This shoreline is then divided into a point at 
every 50 meters. The distances to each shoreline are then measured from each of 
these points. In order to accurately measure the distance between shorelines, one 
must be sure to measure along a transect line that runs perpendicular to the coast from 
the reference point (personal communication with Norbert P. Psuty, June 2004). To 
accomplish this, a visual average of all shorelines was created by heads-up digitizing 
through the approximate centerline of the entire shoreline database. Perpendicular 
angles were calculated for each line segment of the shoreline centerline, and an 
automated script created a line shapefile composed of a line starting at each reference 
point and extending out and intersecting the centerline at a perpendicular angle 
(Tchoukanski 2004). The location of the visual centerline simply provided a general 
axis from which I computed transect lines. The precise location of the average of 
shorelines is not required to identify the general long-term shoreline azimuth. 
Another script then measures the distance from each reference point along the 
transect lines to each shoreline (Fischer 2004). 
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Figure 5. Reference datasets created for the automated shoreline change 
analysis tool. The reference line is first created by buffering the most 
historic shoreline by 150 meters. This line is then divided into a point at 
every 50 meters, creating the reference points. The transect lines are 
created from each point, at an angle perpendicular to the 'average 
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The end point rate (EPR) method of shoreline change analysis was utilized for 
the automated shoreline change analysis tool in the Coastal GeoToolbox. This 
method was chosen because EPR is the most intuitive statistical method of shoreline 
change, and is the easiest to interpret (Dolan et al. 1992). In addition, as the length of 
time the shoreline datasets cover increases, a more representative long-term trend can 
be established (O'Connor 2002). The drawback to EPR is that it only uses two 
shorelines, but running the EPR several times using different shorelines each time 
easily resolves this limitation. From a series of shoreline change measurements it is 
then possible to compute the rate of shoreline variation over time. 
To run the automated shoreline change analysis, the shoreline database and 
the reference shapefiles (reference points, and perpendicular lines) are added into the 
Coastal GeoToolbox, and the user then selects the 'Shoreline Change Analysis' 
button. A set of GUI forms guides the user through selecting two shorelines, either 
manually by using the ArcGIS select tool, or by selecting dates of data collection 
from the attribute table. The user can then choose to calculate shoreline change on 
the entire length of shoreline, or to spatially restrict the calculation to only run on a 
specific section of shoreline. For example, National Park Service personnel could 
look specifically at calculating shoreline change on only the section of shoreline 
adjacent to a developed area. The automated tool measures the distances from the 
reference points to each shoreline, and calculates the differences between the 
shorelines (Figure 6). These values are stored in the reference points' attribute table, 
and statistics are calculated for the shoreline change distances, and displayed in a 
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results form (Figure 7). The user can also display an interactive graph of the change 
distance calculated for each reference point (Figure 8). 
Legend 
/'-/ Assateague Shoreline Database 
• Reference Points 
~ Transect Lines 
Air Photos collected in Oct, 2003. 
0 50 Meters 
Results for this point: 
Distance to 1996 shoreline: 159.16 meters 
Distance to 2002 shoreline: 127.82 meters 
Change in shoreline location: 31.34 meters landward 
Figure 6. Example of the measurements taken through the automated shoreline 
change analysis tool for a single reference point on Assateague Island National 
Seashore. In this example, the selected shorelines were collected in Dec. 1996, 
and Dec. 2002. 
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Figure 7. An example of the form that displays the results of the automated 
shoreline change analyses tool. 
Figure 8. A graph portraying the amount of shoreline change for each 
reference point on the Y-axis versus distance along the shoreline on the 
X-axis. Each point on this graph can be clicked on, which then highlights 
the corresponding reference point. 
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Lidar topographic surveys 
Lidar Legends 
An initial and important use for lidar topographic surveys is their depiction of 
seamless topography for an area, providing a representation of features almost similar 
to an aerial photograph (Figure 2). As a result, one of the most common requests by 
National Park Service personnel is simply to be able to view the lidar surveys for use 
as background reference in maps, as a reference for digitizing features, or as a source 
for checking elevations of other GIS data. When a lidar survey (in ESRI grid format) 
is initially loaded in a GIS it assumes a default legend of grey-tone stretched color 
values, with high elevations portrayed in white, and low elevations portrayed in black 
(Figure 9). One can go into the layer properties and adjust this classification scheme, 
but it requires some knowledge of the GIS software. Using the 
IrasterClassifyColorRampRenderer in ESRI ArcObjects, an automated procedure was 
created within the Coastal Geo Toolbox, which allows a user to load a lidar survey, 
and with a single button click apply a standardized legend. In addition, a 
standardized legend that is easily applied could be used to look at different surveys 
with the same classification scheme allowing for visual examinations of changes 
between surveys. Under the 'Lidar Legends' button, the Coastal GeoToolbox 
provides a menu of two possible legends, one for a National Park site with a high 
elevation range, like CACO (Figure 2), and another for Park sites with a lower 
elevation range, like the barrier island parks ( e.g. ASIS, FUS, and GATE) (Figure 9). 
This legend can also be customized in the GIS software to change class boundaries, 
or colors. The classification scheme utilized in this tool resembles that used by 
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USGS in some of their maps and images containing these lidar data. In addition, the 
lower elevations (1 - 300 cm) contain smaller intervals than the larger elevations, 
because these lower intervals are of primary interest to NPS researchers and 
managers. 
Initial Legend 
ASIS Lidar 09/05/2001 
elevation ( cm) 
High: 30000 
Low: -500 
Customized Legend (low elevation range) 
ASIS Lidar 09/05/2001 
elevation (cm) LJ 126- 150 - 501-600 
- -500- -250 151 -175 - 601-700 
- -249- -100 176-200 - 701-800 
- -99 - -50 201 - 225 - 801-900 
D -49 - o - 226 - 250 - 901-1,000 
D 1-30 - 251-275 - 1,001-1,500 
D 31-60 - 276-300 - 1,501-2,000 
D 61-100 - 301-400 - 2,001 - 2,500 
D 101-125 - 401 -500 ->2,500 
Figure 9. Initial classification scheme when loading a lidar survey in grid 
format, versus the standardized legend available in the Coastal GeoToolbox. 
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Get elevations for other datasets 
Another application for lidar topographic surveys is the ability to extract 
topography data for other datasets. Under this button in the Coastal GeoToolbox, 
there is a menu providing two possible dataset formats available to receive appended 
elevation data. A point shapefile can be loaded into the project, along with a lidar 
survey, and with a single click of a button, two new fields are created in the point 
shapefile's attribute table consisting of elevation in centimeters and meters. Two 
units are given because the lidar data is stored in centimeters, in order to be in an 
integer grid format which requires a smaller file size, and NPS researchers stated that 
they would also like to given measurements in meters. Using a modified version of a 
script found on the ESRI ArcObjects website, "Extract Values of a Raster Layer to a 
Point Shapefile," elevation values are extracted from the grid data, and appended into 
the new fields. This tool was specifically requested by Park Service researchers 
interested in investigating the elevation of Piping Plover nest site locations. These 
locations have been collected using a mapping-grade GPS and appended information 
from the lidar data provides elevation measurements to be utilized within habitat 
analyses. 
The other possible dataset format available for elevation data extraction is a 
polygon shapefile. The 'Zonal Statistics' feature in ArcGIS Spatial Analyst 8.3 is a 
tool that will calculate statistics for raster data contained within a polygon shapefile. 
This procedure calculates the area within the polygon along with the minimum, 
maximum, range, mean, standard deviation, median, and sum of the elevation values. 
Additionally, because the raster cells are one-meter by one-meter, the sum of the 
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elevation values is the volume of material (in cubic-meters, above NA VD88) 
contained within the polygon shapefile. 
Spatial Analyst functions 
ArcGIS 8.3 Spatial Analyst contains a variety of tools that can be used with 
raster data. These tools are available to National Park Service researchers, but they 
would have to go through a series of drop-down menus to get to most of them. As a 
result, the spatial analyst tools that NPS researchers frequently requested were made 
available under the menu labeled 'Spatial Analyst Functions' in the Coastal 
GeoToolbox toolbar. This is done through a customization procedure of the ArcGIS 
ArcMap desktop, where buttons can be copied and pasted into other toolbars. 
Topographic change analysis 
In addition to being able to visually examine changes in topography using 
lidar surveys, changes can be quantified between each survey. Using ESRI ArcGIS 
Raster Calculator, two grid surveys can be loaded into the GIS, and then subtracting 
the most historic survey from the most recent survey calculates the change in each 
grid cell. A positive value portrays an increase in elevation, whereas a negative value 
represents a decrease in elevation. This is especially useful when examining surveys 
collected before and after a major storm event (Figure 10). Using procedures within 
the ArcGIS 8.3 Spatial Analyst environment, this application has been automated in 
the Coastal Geo Toolbox. The user has to load two lidar surveys, with the most recent 
survey above the most historic in the table of contents. Because running this 
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procedure on the entire dataset can take a relatively long time, the user can then zoom 
into the area they would like to examine. The result of the operation creates a new 
grid, with the amount of change in each grid cell (in centimeters) and only runs the 
calculation on the data included in the current display. 
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Figure 10. This example of topographic change analysis shows elevation changes 
after a series of extra-tropical cyclones on Assateague Island in January and 
February of 1998. Overwash transported sand from the ocean beach ( elevation 
decreased, portrayed in red) onto the back-barrier flat (increase in elevation, 
portrayed in blue). This analysis is also useful when examining and monitoring 
man-made changes to a beach, such as beach replenishment. 
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Highlight elevations 
Highlighting a selected elevation range was another often-requested procedure 
by National Park Service researchers and managers. Many Park personnel were 
interested in having the ability to enter a specified minimum, maximum, or range of 
elevations and see where they occur spatially. The initial design for this tool was to 
run a select-by-attributes procedure. It became apparent, however, that this feature 
did not work well with raster data in ArcGIS 8.3. As a result, the 
IrasterClassifyColorRampRenderer was used to classify the raster dataset based on 
numbers input by the user. The program classifies the values requested by the user as 
a bright yellow color, and classifies any values outside the range input as null. This 
allows an aerial photograph, shapefile, or other lidar dataset to be placed underneath 
the queried lidar dataset to visualize where the elevations occur (Figure 11). 
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FIIS Lidar 9/30/2000 
D 
LJ O to 1 meters 
D 
Aerial photograph was 
collected Apr, 2001. 
Figure 11. This is an example of a lidar survey, collected on Sept 30, 2000 and 
classified to only show cells with an elevation value between 0 and 1 meter on 
Fire Island National Seashore. The lidar survey is overlaid on an aerial 
photograph, collected in April, 2001. 
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Extraction of a user-defined study area 
The file size of a lidar survey in grid format varies between 90 to 150 
megabytes, depending on the size of the National Park site and the extent of the 
survey. As a result, these data can take a long time to load on computers lacking in 
memory or processor speed. One of the coastal Parks requested a tool that would 
allow a user to extract a smaller portion of a lidar survey that could be used in 
research or management applications when only a small study site is required. In the 
tools available in ESRI ArcGIS Spatial Analyst, options include the ability to set the 
spatial extent of operations to only include data within the current display, or within 
the extent of a specified shapefile. The raster calculator can be used to multiply the 
lidar grid by one, creating a new grid that contains identical data, but only to the 
specified extent. This operation is automated in the Coastal GeoToolbox, allowing a 
user to load a lidar survey and then extract out a smaller portion through the click of a 
couple buttons. The user can then apply the standard legend to the subset of lidar 
data. 
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Use of the Coastal GeoToolbox by the National Park Service 
Upon completion ofmy graduate studies at URI, the implementation phase of 
this project will begin. This will involve installing the Coastal GeoToolbox on 
computers at ASIS, CACO, FIIS, and GATE. Training on its operation will be 
provided, and I will be available to users of the Toolbox to answer any questions that 
emerge. In addition, the .mxd document containing the Coastal GeoToolbox and the 
user's manual will be available for download through the NCBN website. The 
outline for the user's manual I will develop is provided in Appendix C. 
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Chapter 3: Utilization of the Coastal GeoToolbox 
Introduction 
The Coastal Geo Toolbox was used on a specific application in Assateague 
Island National Seashore (ASIS) to test the utilities created in the program and 
demonstrate its use to National Park Service personnel. There are a large number of 
possible studies that the Coastal GeoToolbox would be ideal for investigating, and are 
relevant to the coastal Parks in the northeastern United States. Much of Cape Cod 
National Seashore's ocean coast is composed of high coastal bluffs and the Park 
Service is interested in their evolution. Fire Island National Seashore contains 
developed areas and a variety of pertinent management operations could be 
performed using these tools. At Sandy Hook in Gateway National Recreation Area 
there are many different coastal studies currently ongoing that investigate coastal 
protection structures on the local geomorphology. 
The application I chose consists of evaluating changes in beach and back-
barrier morphology in a fill area (Figure 12) on Assateague Island National Seashore 
(ASIS), compared to nearby areas that did not undergo this anthropogenic alteration. 
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Figure 12. Lidar surveys and an oblique aerial photograph of the fill area, 
located on northern ASIS. The Sept. 15, 1997 survey is pre-storm; the 
Apr. 3, 1998 survey and the oblique photograph are post-storm and pre-fill; 
and the Dec. 1, 1998 survey is post-storm and post-fill. 
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The northern 10 kilometers of Assateague Island National Seashore (referred 
to as the Northend of Assateague Island) is an extremely unique environment. The 
Northend contains sparse vegetation and is a flat and narrow portion of the barrier 
island, terminated to the north by the Ocean City Inlet. Much of this area is 
composed of a beach and low berm on the ocean side of the island, with a low 
elevation, sparsely vegetated back barrier flat that leads into a salt marsh or coastal 
lagoon (Figure 13). Overwash is a frequent occurrence in this area, often spanning 
across the entire width of the island because of a lack of a prominent foredune zone 
and low elevation. It is prime habitat for state- and federally-listed endangered 
species, including the piping plover (Charadrius melodus) and seabeach amaranth 
(Amaranthus pumilus). In addition, this area protects the mainland directly to the 
west from storm events, and wave and tidal energy. The portion of Assateague Island 
south of the Northend is a slightly developed barrier island, containing State and 
National Park campgrounds that bring many visitors and income to the area each year 
(Mackintosh 1982). 
The fragile nature of the Northend environment is thought to be primarily 
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caused by an interruption in longshore transport by the jetties built around the Ocean 
City Inlet in 1933 (Rosati and Ebersole 1996). Inlets can interrupt sediment being 
transported in longshore currents and this loss of material can result in adverse 
shoreline impacts downdrift (Dombrowski and Metha 1993). 
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Figure 13. Oblique aerial photograph of the Northend of Assateague Island. 
Image was taken in 1998 and is provided by the National Park Service. 
Creation and evolution of the Ocean City Inlet, MD 
Prior to 1933, Fenwick Island and Assateague Island were part of the same 
continuous barrier spit located off the coast of Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. In 
the 1920's, Ocean City, MD was already undergoing rapid development, while the 
area now known as Assateague Island remained in a mostly natural state. In February 
of 1920, Sinepuxent Inlet breached approximately 4.8 kilometers south of the current 
inlet. Sinepuxent Inlet gradually moved southward about 0.8 kilometers, until it was 
naturally closed by another storm in May 1928. By 1922, Ocean City, MD had begun 
building groins in an attempt to maintain beaches for the increasingly popular beach 
resort (Rosati and Ebersole 1996). On August 23, 1933 a major hurricane came 
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through the area, breaching the barrier spit at the Ocean City fulet, and dividing the 
previously continuous peninsula into Fenwick Island to the north, and Assateague 
Island to the south (Bass 1998). 
Jetty construction began on each side of the newly formed inlet in September 
of 1933 and was designed to create a navigable waterway between coastal lagoon and 
ocean. The jetty construction was completed in 1935 with an initial channel depth of 
3 meters and a width of76 meters (Rosati and Ebersole 1996). Studies by Dean and 
colleagues (Dean and Perlin 1977; Dean et al. 1978) documented sediment transport 
moving north along northern Assateague Island into the inlet channel. As a result, in 
1985 the south jetty was raised and tightened, and three detached breakwaters were 
constructed. The inlet itself has been dredged a total of 24 times between 1947 and 
1995. Much of the dredged material has been placed on the Northend of Assateague 
Island as fill, and the amount dredged indicates an approximate channel-shoaling rate 
of 56,000 cubic meters per year (Rosati and Ebersole 1996). 
Tidal inlet evolution and effects on surrounding depositional environments 
The creation of the Ocean City Inlet was not an uncommon or unnatural 
occurrence. Inlet formation through the breaching of a narrow section of a barrier 
island is commonplace in the historical record of coastal areas. Breaches occur when 
storm surge raises the water level on either the ocean, or bay side of the barrier. 
Wave and swash processes can occur throughout the entire barrier often eroding away 
geomorphic features. If the storm is intense and/or the duration is long, then storm 
surge channels can cut a breach of sufficient magnitude to create a channel. Once 
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there is an opening from the ocean into the coastal lagoon, and there are sufficient 
tidal and wave forces, the opening can be maintained and modified to create a 
persistent tidal inlet (Liu et al. 1993). Tidal inlets are often created under major storm 
conditions, leading to rapid changes in inlet morphology. As a result, the formative 
stages of a tidal inlet involve major changes; an inlet can widen to twice its original 
size in under a year as a result of tidal flows (Komar 1996). Tidal currents are also 
responsible for the continual removal of sediment deposited in the main channel by 
wave action (Fitzgerald 1993). 
Tidal inlets occur along sandy ( or sand and gravel) barrier coastlines, although 
one side of the inlet may be a bedrock headland. Sand is transported from the inlet 
into the bay during the flood-tidal cycle, forming flood-tidal deltas; or taken seaward 
during an ebb-tidal phase and deposited onto ebb-tidal deltas (Fitzgerald 1993). Tidal 
inlets are composed of a system of reversing currents due to tides, fresh-water flow 
contributed by land drainage, and wave activity along the ocean margin of the inlet. 
Tidal inlet morphology reflects the net transport of sediment as it passes through the 
inlet, or as the sediment moves alongshore, bypassing the inlet altogether. The actual 
processes of sediment transport in an inlet are quite complex and are composed 
primarily of a variety of wave-current interactions. The inlet bottom may be highly 
irregular with various bedforms present, including ripples, dunes, and even antidunes 
( depending on water depth and velocity) (Komar 1996). 
Breaches and inlets are natural processes occurring in a barrier island 
depositional environment. When jetties are constructed, however, they alter the local 
conditions of tidal flows and wave energies, and therefore can greatly affect sediment 
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transport (Komar 1996). The impacts of jetty development on an inlet are well 
recognized when they impede longshore transport; the result is an accumulation of 
sand on the updrift side of the jetties, and a transgressive shoreline in the downdrift 
side. In addition, jetties can also affect the shoreface, creating a milder slope on the 
downdrift side of the jetty system and a steeper slope on the upside (Dean 1996). If 
enough sediment is allowed to accumulate on the updrift side, then it has been shown 
that it could accumulate to such an extent that sand begins to pass around the ends of 
the jetties, depositing as shoals within the inlet and immediately offshore. In 
combination with the ebb-tidal deltas naturally created in inlet systems, this could 
result in sand eventually bypassing the jetty system (Komar 1996). These ebb-tidal 
deltas play important roles in the local morphology as permanent and temporary sand 
reservoirs that influence the distribution of wave energy along the inlet shoreline, in 
addition to determining where sand would be added to the downdrift beach 
(FitzGerald 1996). 
The predominant longshore transport direction along the coast of Maryland is 
from north to south. As a result, Ocean City, MD (Fenwick Island) is on the updrift, 
accumulating side of the Ocean City Inlet, and the Northend of Assateague Island 
National Seashore is on the downdrift, sediment restricted, transgressive side. A 
study by Rosati and Ebersole (1996) reported that the ocean shoreline change rates 
for the northern 14 kilometers of Assateague Island nearly doubled, from 
approximately -1.5 m/yr prior to jetty construction (1850-1929/33), to -2.9 m/yr after 
jetty construction (1929/33-1995/96) (Table 2). They found shoreline change rates to 
remain relatively constant for a 15-kilometer shoreline extending north of the inlet. 
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Additionally, for both the pre- and post-inlet time periods, overwash processes were 
significant along Assateague Island, with bay shoreline change indicating significant 
accretion. A majority of the Fenwick Island bay shoreline has been developed, so it 
is not surprising that there is little to no change. 
Table 2. Pre- and post- inlet shoreline change rates for Assateague and Fenwick 
Islands. Positive values indicate accretion, while negative values (-) indicate 
erosion. Data from Rosati and Ebersole, 1996. 
Assateague Island Fenwick Island 
(14 km south of inlet) (15 km north of inlet) 
Time 
Ocean (m/yr) Bay (m/yr) Ocean (m/yr) Bay (m/yr) Period 
1850-
-1.5 2.8 -0.37 0 1929/33 
1929/33 -
-2.9 2.5 0.44 0.75 
1995/96 
Post-inlet history of Assateague Island Northend area 
Storm events can have drastic effects on the barrier island depositional 
environment, and these effects can be magnified with a restricted sediment source. 
Erosional responses induced by storms include scarps and storm surge channels. An 
example of a depositional feature from storms is washover fan deposits (Morton and 
Sallenger, 2003). On January 28th and February 4t\ 1998, extra-tropical cyclones 
occurred over Assateague Island. During each storm, wave heights were recorded at 
7 meters off the coast of Ocean City, MD, and one of the most severely altered areas 
included the Northend of Assateague Island (Figure 12) ('1998 Assateague Island 
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Northeasters Impact Studies' 1999). After 65 years of the Ocean City Inlet jetty 
system acting as a barrier to longshore transport, the Northend was in a condition 
where a major breach had become a distinct possibility. In an effort to prevent this 
breach from occurring, in the fall of 1998 a beach replenishment project was 
administered by many agencies including the National Park Service, Worcester 
County, MD, and the town of Ocean City, MD, and supervised by the Army Corps of 
Engineers (Johnson 1998). An environmental impact study by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) stl;lted, "The sediment-starved condition of Assateague 
Island was partially caused by construction of the Ocean City Inlet jetties, which 
disrupted the sediment flow between Ocean City and Assateague and re-routed a 
large portion of sand that would otherwise have reached Assateague. This disruption 
in the natural longshore transport of sediment has caused adverse physical, biological, 
and economic impacts, particularly to the northern 6.2 miles of the island" (Johnson 
1998). 
The beach replenishment project was performed in two stages. The first stage 
involved placing approximate~y 1.8 million cubic yards of fill over the area that 
experienced the most drastic overwash (washover deposits area from Figure 13) and 
was designed to construct a complex replenishment template, including adding 
sediment to the berm and back-barrier flat, as well as constructing a foredune 
(Johnson 1998) (Figure 12). The foredune was constructed at an elevation of 10.8 ft 
(3.3 m) National Geodetic Vertical Datum. The source of the fill was Great Gull 
Bank, an offshore shoal, east of the Ocean City fulet (Bass 1998). The second stage 
of the beach replenishment project is a long-term plan with a goal of restoring a 
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supply of sediment to Assateague Island that would have naturally occurred if the 
Ocean City Inlet jetty system did not exist. A littoral transport rate which would 
"restore natural processes" to Assateague Island, was found using sediment budget 
data calculated by Bass (1998), and final estimates include supplying approximately 
189,000 cubic yards of sand annually. This sand would be deposited as fill on the 
Northend of Assateague Island. 
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Study Objectives 
1. To test the efficiency and accuracy of the Coastal GeoToolbox in an 
analytical setting relevant to the National Park Service. 
2. To quantify the geomorphologic impacts of fill placed in 1998 in the 
Northend region of Assateague Island National Seashore. 
Methods 
Control site location 
In choosing a control site for my study, a location was sought where the only 
significant difference between the two areas was the anthropogenic addition of fill to 
the experimental site. The control sites also had to be under similar effects from the 
Ocean City Inlet, receive a similar direction of wave orthogonal, and have similar 
topography and vegetation. Locations immediately adjacent to the fill area met these 
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Figure 14. Location and extent of control and experiment sites. Locus map is 
available in Figure 12. 
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Analytical procedures 
The methods used in this comparison will be based on utilities in the Coastal 
Geo Toolbox. Shoreline change analysis for the sections of shoreline that run along 
the fill and control areas were performed, and the calculated shoreline change rates 
for each area were statistically compared to determine significant differences from the 
control sites. Topographic change analysis was performed on the control and 
experimental sites to examine changes in back barrier morphology. Volumes were 
calculated for each of the sites, so that any addition or removal of material could be 
compared between sites. 
Available datasets 
The datasets used for this comparison are presented in Table 3 and were 
collected by Assateague Island National Seashore and the Northeast Coastal & 
Barrier Network. 
Table 3. Available datasets for geomorphology comparison. 
Horizontal Shoreline Location Lidar Topographic Surveys 
1998: Dec 1998: Dec 
1999: Apr, Oct 1999: Oct 
2000: Jun, Sept 2000: Aug 
2001: Jan, Jun, Nov, Dec 2001: Sept 
2002: Apr, Jun 2002:May 
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Hypotheses 
The addition of fill in the form of a constructed foredune and increasing berm 
volume has resulted in a more reflective beach profile. As opposed to a dissipative 
profile, reflective beach profiles translate a breaking wave's energy downward and 
then back out to sea, taking sediment out as well (Boothroyd, J.C., personal 
communication, Spring 2004). Hypothesis 1: the fill area shoreline should have a 
greater amount of loss, or change westward, than the more dissipative beach profile 
of the control site. However, due to the relatively short time period of the datasets 
used, shoreline change may not be dramatic. 
In addition to creating a more reflective profile, the constructed foredune will 
have higher elevations than in the control area beaches, which could restrict overwash 
processes. Overwash is a primary mode of sediment transport on a barrier island, 
caused by waves and storm surge transporting sediment from the beach, onto the back 
barrier side of the island. Especially in this section of Assateague Island, overwash 
and eolian processes are responsible for any vertical accumulation of sediment 
(Leatherman 1979). If elevations are too high, however, the wave and storm surge 
may not be great enough to pass over. Hypothesis 2: the back barrier behind the 
constructed foredune will show less overall change than the lower elevated control 
areas. 
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Results and Discussion 
Horizontal shoreline location 
Shoreline change analysis (SCA) was run on the entire study area using the 
end point rate method with the oldest and most recent available shoreline datasets 
(Figure 15). The datasets had to be older than October, 1998, when the fill was 
added, and prior to the fall of 2002, when another replenishment occurred in this area. 
The greatest amount of change occurred in the experimental site with positive 
changes ( accretion, or shoreline moving seaward) occurring up to 30 meters. 
Changes are mostly negative leading up to the experimental site, and then extremely 
positive throughout the fill area. This is especially true for the southern section of the 
fill area, the area that underwent the most severe overwash during the 1998 extra-
tropical cyclones. This pattern could result from sediment that was moved into the 
near-shore environment during the 1998 storms, and then placed back onto the 
beachface through natural processes in the years following. Another possible 
explanation is that the fill is spreading out and adding sediment to the berm and 
beachface, or as the berm adjusts to its natural shape. 
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Figure 15. Amount of shoreline change along a section of Assateague 
Island National Seashore, between December 1998 and June 2002. 
Change was calculated using End Point Rate analysis. Shoreline data 
were collected with GPS (one-meter accuracy). The graph on the right 
portrays the amount of change (X-axis) versus location along the island 
(Y-axis) and has been placed alongside a map of the island coastline. In 
the graph, positive change indicates shoreline accretion, or movement 









































On graph: X-axis is 
amount of shoreline 
change (m); Y-axis 
is distance along 
shoreline (m). 
To further examine the differences between the experiment and control sites, 
the automated shoreline change analysis procedure was run on each section 
separately, using every shoreline dataset available within the appropriate time period. 
These were calculated using the Coastal GeoToolbox by setting the calculation extent 
to each survey site (Figure 14), and running the automated shoreline change analysis 
function. The mean and standard deviation were then calculated from the results. 
Statistical procedures were not used to compare shoreline segments because the 
change measurements within these areas are in close proximity to each other and 
violate the assumption of independence required of parametric and non-parametric 
procedures. The mean and standard deviation values of shoreline change for each 
area in this study are given in Table 4 and Figures 16 and 17. 
Table 4. Mean and standard deviation of shoreline change for each survey area. 
North Control 
Fill Area South Control 
Area Area 









12/98-4/99 -7.0 6.4 -9.7 6.1 -13.0 3.7 
4/99- 7/99 -1.6 5.4 8.9 8.0 1.2 3.3 
• 7/99- 10/99 -3.1 5.7 -1.1 6.3 0.9 3.9 
10/99-6/00 7.3 5.3 12.1 4.2 11.2 9.1 
6/00-9/00 1.2 6.1 -3.3 3.3 -2,6 3.0 
9/00-1/01 -0.9 4.5 0.7 3.2 0.2 4.7 
1/01 - 6/01 6.4 4.7 7.5 3.7 7.4 5.3 
6/01-11/01 -8.9 6.6 -8.3 3.8 -7.3 4.0 
11/01 - 12/01 5.1 4.8 4.5 3.6 3.2 3.2 
12/01-4/02 3.6 3.7 4.9 3.3 5.7 3.8 
4/02- 6/02 -2.7 3.3 -5.2 3.0 -6.4 2.1 
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Figure 16. Mean shoreline change between each dataset, for each section 
of shoreline. Y-axis shows amount of change (meters), while the X-axis 
portrays the ending date of the shoreline datasets used in each analysis. 
The first data point has a change of zero, and is the December 1998 
shoreline; the second point has a mean change of-7.0 in the north control 
area, and is a result of SCA between the December 1998 and April 1999 
datasets; the third point is a result of SCA between the April 1999 and July 
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Figure 17. Cumulative shoreline change for each section of shoreline. The 
Y-axis shows the cumulative amount of shoreline change from December 
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The greatest difference in shoreline change between the fill area and the 
control sites is for the 4/99- 7/99 time period (Table 4, Figure 16). The average 
change for the north and south control sites was similar: -1.6m and 1.2m. The 
shoreline change for the fill area during this time period was 8.9m. This pattern of 
change may have resulted from the fill placed on this section moving onto the berm 
and beachface. This could have happened through either eolian transport or as storm 
waves broke onto the fill and moved the sediment down onto the beachface, changing 
the shape of the berm and extending the shoreline into the ocean. After July 1999, the 
shoreline change for the fill area followed relatively close to that of the control areas 
(Figure 16). The 4/99 - 7 /99 time period shoreline change calculation also had a 
major effect on the cumulative shoreline change, which is much higher for the fill 
area than either control area (Figure 17). 
The hypothesis that shoreline change would be negatively affected by the fill 
placed on the beach in a form of a foredune appears to be incorrect. By looking at the 
EPR results in Figure 16, one can clearly see that all of these study sites had similar 
changes in shoreline position, with the exception of the 4/99 - 7 /99 time period. 
Shoreline change may be more effected by the fill in a longer-term study, as this 
study was not of a sufficient time length ( only four years) to properly filter out any 
short-term noise (Crowell et al. 1993). I conclude that the only apparent effect the fill 
has had on shoreline position is to move the shoreline further out to sea, most likely 
through the dispersal of the fill itself. 
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Lidar topographic surveys 
The lidar data showed a number of features that limited their application to 
my analyses (Figure 18). The survey collected on December 1, 1998 did not extend 
out to the bay shoreline. There also appears to be some residual effects of the 
interpolation techniques used by the USGS when converting the point data into raster 
data, which can cause data near the survey boundaries to portray linear, unnatural 
results. As a result, any calculations using this dataset will not include the full extent 
of the back-barrier flat. The October 1, 1999 dataset portrays higher elevations in the 
coastal lagoon behind Assateague Island, which could mean that the data were 
collected during some kind of high water event. The Sept. 5, 2001 survey appears to 
portray portions of the flood-tidal delta in the lagoon behind the barrier, more 
prominently shown in the aerial photographs. The May 6, 2002 survey appears to 
have some blank spaces in the data, but has a good extent and will be useful in 
examining possible overwash restrictions caused by the fill. 
For the northern control area (Figure 18a), there appears to be some possible 
changes in the foredune zone, which looks higher and more prominent throughout the 
area in the 1998 and 1999 surveys, but is less apparent in the 2000, 2001 and 2002 
surveys. There is also an apparent inactive flood tidal delta (possibly from the 
Sinepuxent Inlet) through the delineation between the north control area and the fill 
area, which are often responsible for any lateral growth in the island (Leatherman 
1979). The northern portion of the north control area appears to contain an active 
flood tidal delta, from the Ocean City Inlet (aerial photograph in Figure 18a). In the 
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fill area (Figure 18b ), the constructed foredune is especially apparent in each image. 
It appears to lose elevation, throughout the total time period, along with the 
development of storm surge channels. In addition, the beach face to the east of the 
foredune gradually extends out into the ocean. In the southern control area (Figure 
18c ), noticeable differences in each survey include a variety of changes in the 
vegetation areas, possible washover fan deposits in the middle of the area, and the 
reduction in elevation of a foredune in the southern portion of the study area. 
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Dec. 1, 1998 Lidar surveys 
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Figure 18a. Lidar topographic surveys for the north control area, along with an 
aerial photograph. 
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Dec. 1, 1998 Lidar surveys 
for the fill area 
Lidar elevations 
(meters) 
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Figure 18b. Lidar topographic surveys for the fill area, along with an aerial 
photograph. The fill was placed in the form of a low foredune, which is apparent in 
each lidar survey. 
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Dec. 1, 1998 Lidar surveys 
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Figure 18c. Lidar topographic surveys for the south control area, along with an 
aerial photograph. 
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Topographic change analysis using the Coastal Geo Toolbox was used to 
examine how much change occurred in each area (Figure 19). In the north control 
area (Figure 19a), evidence of overwash is especially apparent in the first change 
analysis (December 1, 1998 - October 1, 1999) with a loss in elevation throughout 
the area. The areas of elevation loss have a linear pattern perpendicular to the 
shoreline, which suggests sand could have been moved by overwash processes. In 
the analyses run on the subsequent data, there are areas of increases in elevation, 
either from overwash deposits, or possibly dune formation and evolution. This is 
especially apparent in the September 5, 2001 - May 6, 2002 results and the results 
run on the first and last dataset (December 1, 1998 - May 6, 2002). 
In the fill area (Figure 19b), it is apparent that there was less elevation 
change in the back-barrier environment. There was some reduction in elevation in the 
northern portion of the area between the December 1, 1998 and October 1, 1999 
surveys, and the constructed foredune is consistently reducing in elevation. There 
also appears to be an increase in the beachface and berm environments, which are 
consistent with the shoreline change calculations (Figure 16, Figure 17). There is 
little or no elevation change in the back-barrier flat throughout the entire time period 
in the southern portion of this area. 
The south control area (Figure 19c) contains considerable vegetation and the 
change results over these areas shows significant variation over short distances 
(Figure 20). The laser used in lidar surveys can penetrate vegetation to a different 
extent depending on vegetation type, leaf abundance, and time of year. This can 
result in a high variation in elevation over small areas (scale of square meters); higher 
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elevation being the tree or shrub canopy and lower elevations being the ground 
surface. A coefficient of variance could be calculated to further investigate this 
phenomenon. Overall, there was a general pattern of topographic change that was 
likely brought about from overwash processes. There are some areas of decreasing 
elevation, especially apparent in the northern portion of the area from the time periods 
December 1, 1998 - October 1, 1999; October 1, 1999 -August 1, 2000; and 
December 1, 1998 - May 6, 2002. There are also some apparent overwash fans 
developing in coves in the bay shoreline, these are most conspicuous in the change 
between the earliest and latest datasets (December 1, 1998 -May 6, 2002) (Figure 
21). 
It appears that the fill has had some effect on overwash processes. This is 
especially true in the southern portion of the fill area, which underwent little to no 
change in elevation throughout the entire time period. 
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Figure 19a. Results of topographic change analyses for the lidar datasets collected 
in the north control area, along with an aerial photograph. Boundary of volume 
calculation shown in each section is from the most historic dataset. 
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Dec. 1, 1998 -
Oct. 1, 1999 Change in 
lidar surveys 
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Figure 19b. Results of topographic change analyses for the lidar datasets collected 
in the fill area, along with an aerial photograph. Boundary of volume calculation 
shown in each section is from the most historic dataset. 
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Figure 19c. Results of topographic change analyses for the lidar datasets collected 
in the south control area, along with an aerial photograph. Boundary of volume 
calculation shown in each section is from the most historic dataset. 
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Figure 20. Vegetation effects on lidar change analysis in south control area. 
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Figure 21. An increase of elevation along the bay shoreline during this time 
period in the south control area could be the result of wash over fan deposits. 
The blank space within the cove area indicates that no elevations were collected 
there during at least one of the lidar surveys. 
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In order to quantify changes in the back-barrier environment, the volume of 
sediment was calculated for this area in each survey. I delineated the bay shoreline 
and foredune crest to identify the back-barrier flat on each lidar survey. The volume 
of material in the back barrier flat was then computed using the Coastal GeoToolbox 
(Table 5, Figure 22). The bay shoreline was delineated using the zero contour line 
within the lidar data. This line represents zero elevation in the NAVD 88 vertical 
datum, which was also used as the base line in the volume calculations. 
Table 5a. Volume calculations for each lidar survey and each study site, using 
the extent from the December 1, 1998 survey. 
Date North control Fill area volume South control 
volume (m3) (m3) volume (m3) 
December 1, 1998 1042.8 711.0 680.0 
October 1, 1999 963.3 605.7 643.6 
August 1, 2000 877.1 537.6 596.8 
September 5, 2001 919.9 593.3 629.4 
May 6, 2002 986.5 657.0 572.1 
Table 5b. Volume calculations for each lidar survey and each study site, using 
extents defined by the zero contour line in each survey, which served as an 
estimate of the bay shoreline. 
Date North control 
Fill area volume South control 
volume (m3) (m3) volume (m3) 
October 1, 1999 1024.9 735.8 634.6 
August 1, 2000 953.4 633.0 567.1 
September 5, 2001 1007.6 709.1 599.8 
May 6, 2002 1065.4 819.2 548.2 
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Figure 22a. Volume calculations for each lidar survey, and each study 
area, using the extent from the December 1, 1998 survey. 
Figure 22b. Volume calculations for each lidar survey, and each study 
area, using extents defined by the zero contour line in each survey, which 
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The extent of the December 1, 1998 lidar survey does not reach the bay 
shoreline, therefore, volumes for each survey were first calculated using the extent of 
the December 1, 1998 dataset (Table 5a, Figure 22a). This means that the volumes 
do not include the entire back-barrier, but only to the extent of the December 1, 1998 
survey. Volumes were also calculated for the other surveys using the O contour line 
in each survey as the bayside extent (Table 5b, Figure 22b). Volumetric changes 
were almost identical among control and experimental sites. The only exception was 
an apparent loss in material in the southern control area for the May 6, 2002. This 
might be artifactual and caused by the vegetation in this area (Figure 21a). 
Patterns of volumetric change differed from the observations from the 
topographic change analyses. This may be due to variation in the position of the zero 
elevation contour line among datasets. For example, the October 1, 1999 dataset 
contains higher elevations over the water (Figure 18) than the other surveys, and 
often times the bayside extent boundary line was digitized with the aid of aerial 
photography (collected in March, 1999), while the other surveys had a consistent 0 
contour line that could be used as the boundary. As a result, the change in volume 
may have had a direct dependence on the conditions and characteristics of each lidar 
survey, rather than being primarily effected by environmental changes. 
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Conclusion 
The fill placed on the Northend of Assateague Island National Seashore does 
appear to have an effect on the surrounding coastal geomorphology. The fill area 
study site had different changes in shoreline position than the control locations on 
either side. The main difference in the locations was a primarily regressive shoreline 
for the fill area, while the control areas were mostly transgressive (Figure 15). This 
was most likely caused by the fill spreading out onto the berm and beachface, either 
through eolian forces or wave energy. When examined visually, the lidar surveys and 
topographic change analysis suggest that the fill also had an effect on overwash 
processes (Figure 18, Figure 19). This is especially apparent in the topographic 
change analysis for the fill area (Figure 19b ), where little to no change is occurring 
behind the fill in the southern portion of the study site. The volume calculations, 
however, portrayed similar changes in each location, with the exception of the 
vegetation effects on the south control site (Figure 22). It is possible that the 
characteristics and quality of each lidar survey was influencing these calculations 
more than environmental changes. The time period examined in this study 
(approximately four years) is not a sufficient time period to filter out effects caused 
by short-term events (Crowell et al. 1993) and these results may not reflect long-term 
trends. 
The horizontal shoreline location and lidar datasets were useful in determining 
the effect the fill placement has had on the surrounding environment. The tools 
created in the Coastal Geo Toolbox provided the necessary calculations and 
visualizations required in this assessment. With data formatted in the proper manner 
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and access to the Coastal GeoToolbox, National Park Service researchers and 
managers will now have the ability to conduct analyses such as this, even if they do 
not have a lot of experience using GIS. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A. National Park Service personnel interviews 
A-1. I asked the following questions to NPS interviewees at ASIS, CACO, FIIS, and 
GATE. 
1) Determine use of coastal geomorphology data: 
a) What coastal geomorphology data is currently being collected at your park on 
a consistent basis (by the NPS, another agency, or private industry)? 
b) Is this data eventually available in a final format (meaning edited, containing 
metadata, easily viewed or analyzed in a GIS or other computer software)? 
Do you have access to it? 
c) How do you access coastal geomorphology data at your park, especially 
shoreline locations and beach topography (hard copy map, digital files in a 
GIS, request it from a technician or someone else, etc.)? 
d) How often do you use these data? 
e) In what specific situations have you used this data ( especially shorelines and 
topography/LID AR)? What purposes have you used them for? 
t) Would you be interested in using them more often (or at all), if they were 
made more easily accessible? If the data and an analysis tool were available, 
would you be interested in using them? 
2) Determine use of GIS software: 
a) How often do you use GIS? More than once a week? More than once a day? 
b) Have you ever used ArcGIS 8.X? If not, would you be interested in using it? 
3) Determine which analyses would be most useful 
Shoreline Change Analysis - the process of calculating a statistically valid 
measurement of the amount of change in a shoreline's horizontal location over a 
period of time. 
a) What kinds of questions do you have about shoreline change? Have you ever 
looked at shoreline datasets and measured their amount/rate of change? 
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b) Have you ever used a computer program that runs an automated shoreline 
change analysis? Do you think a program that performs automated shoreline 
change analysis would be useful to your research? What would/do you use 
such a pro gram for? 
c) This question is more for the professional geographers - Do you have a 
preferred statistical method for shoreline change analysis? Why do you prefer 
that particular method? What are some of the pitfalls/problems with other 
methods of shoreline change analysis? Do you have a suggestion for a 
method not mentioned in the document? 
LIDAR Surveys I Beach Topography- Please state how useful each of the 
following operations would be to your research/work, assuming they are made 
readily available and easy to use (available at the 'push-of-a-button'). 
a) Opening a LIDAR survey with an easily interpretable legend (see example). 
b) Extracting a user defined portion of a LIDAR survey. Currently each survey 
portrays the entire island/park boundary (long-shore direction). These are 
somewhat large files (~150 MB) and can take time to load and re-load on your 
machine. 
c) Performing topographic change analysis. The process of subtracting one 
LID AR survey from another - portrays the amount of elevation change in 
each grid cell (see example). This would be made to produce an output grid 
with a legend emphasizing where the most amount of change has occurred. 
d) Querying a grid to highlight areas that fit specific criteria ( elevation, amount 
of change, slope, etc.). 
e) Obtaining elevation values for a point, line, or polygon shapefile. Example: 
overlaying Piping Plover nest sites and extracting an elevation value for each, 
to be appended in the shapefile attribute table. 
f) Creating contour lines at a user-defined interval. 
g) Using the derived contour lines (or a polygon shapefile) to extract a 
geomorphologic feature in grid format. Example: selecting a contour line 
that surrounds a dune or pond feature, and creating a new grid that portrays 
only that feature. 
h) Extracting elevation profiles/transects from a LID AR survey, then comparing 
them to prior profiles collected. 
i) Deriving a grid portraying the slope or aspect of the beach topography. 
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j) Which of the above would be MOST useful to your research/work? 
k) Please provide any other suggestions for calculations or operations on LIDAR 
surveys that would be beneficial to your research/work. What are the 
questions you are interested in using LID AR datasets to answer? 
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A-2. Notes from each Coastal GeoToolbox interview session. 
Assateague Island National Seashore 
Participants: 
Name Position 
Jack Kum.er Natural Resource Specialist/Wildlife Biologist 
Brian Sturgis Natural Resource Specialist/Estuarine Ecologist 
Mark Sturm Natural Resource Specialist/Plant Ecologist 
Carl Zimmerman Resource Management Division Chief 
Initial Thoughts 
Carl Zimmerman (CZ): 
Historic Datasets - it is important to be able to compare current topography data 
(LIDAR) to older datasets (total station/cross island transects) ➔ linking historic data 
to current monitoring 
Most important thing - calculating shoreline rates of change 
- Calculating rates on sections of shoreline ( example: calculating the rate of 
change for the 4 mile developed zone shoreline 
- What are the spatial variability considerations? 
o . Is there a minimum amount of shoreline that can/should be looked 
at? 
o Possibly incorporating adjacent data to look at the primary area of 
interest, as an attempt to filter out any extreme values and 
extraneous data points 
o Beth Mazak's thesis may have looked at this ➔ rollback averages 
- Carl's vision: look at a map of ASIS, draw a box around a location and 
calculate the average rate of change for that region 
- Also interested in looking at island-long shoreline, but with the ability to 
focus on smaller sections 
Jack Kumer (JK): 
Very interested in using LID AR datasets to get elevations for point, line, and polygon 
datasets 
- Elevations for a point theme - appending to the attribute table 
- Provide basic elevation stats for a group of points, treating the outer edge 
as a polygon 
o Min, max, mean, mode 
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- Getting general elevation parameters for a polygon ( example: plover 
habitat maps) 
o Extracting a grid based on a polygon shapefile and calculating 
elevation stats from the newly extracted grid\ 
If possible, would like LID AR surveys to be flown at low tide to get elevations of 
inter-tidal zones ➔ would have to consider dealing with negative elevations 
Interpolate 'blank spots' currently included in LIDAR datasets, to evaluate elevations 
in areas where data was left out or missing 
- Have ability to tell where this was done - leave original dataset blank 
- Interpolate out to the ocean or bay shoreline - provided in a polygon or 
polyline shapefile 
Interested in querying LIDAR surveys, but biggest need is the usability of the data, 
currently do not have time to learn how to use it 
This would be a tool that other parks and agencies will benefit from as well, by 
reading reports written at ASIS and seeing the questions being asked and answered 
there 
Mark Sturm (MS): 
Manly interested in using LID AR for monitoring habitat changes, would be helpful to 
determine trends 
- Habitat beneath tree canopies ➔ monitor dense vegetation in under-story 
versus sparse vegetation 
- Horse grazing impacts ➔ looking at vegetation heights 
o Especially on marshes ➔ look at over grazing areas, which can 
cause new lagoons and increased erosion 
- Superimposing vegetation maps or aerial photography with LID AR to 
examine how vegetation is related to elevation, and how it is changing 
- Fly at low tide.to get inter-tidal communities 
- Broader range of survey collection ➔ extend all the way out to the 
mainland, if possible 
Brian Sturgis (BS): 
- Would be interested in looking at locations of new overwash fans, portray 
habitat changing from aquatic to terrestrial 
- Would definitely be interested in using LIDAR, if it was easy 
Notes, responses are following questionnaire in A-1. 
1) Determine use of coastal geomorphology data 
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a) CZ: Profiles collected by the Army Corps of Engineers dating back to the 
1960's, done by same group working at ASIS now 
b) CZ: Yes for park collected data (shorelines, LID AR, and profiles collected 
since ~ 1995) 
c) CZ: Access shorelines himself through electronic library (EL); also asks GIS 
Analyst for assistance 
JK: Has ability to access shoreline data through EL, uses LIDAR datasets 
through a GIS Analyst 
MS: Has ability to access shoreline data through EL 
BS: Has ability to access shoreline data through EL 
d) CZ: Shoreline change data is used at least 10-15 times a year. Examples: 
1. Environmental assessment to determine what to do with the coast guard 
station (a historic structure) ➔ What has been the rate of shoreline 
change in the immediate area? How long before the structure is in the 
ocean? 
2. To determine this used the ruler in Arc View and 'eyeballed' it 
- LIDAR data used less because the data is less accessible 
1. First thought: from a management perspective, maybe less utility than 
shorelines, better for examining ecological relationships 
2. After consideration: would be good for documenting change, good 
general knowledge, especially good after storms, examining physical 
processes - how much sand has moved during storms 
3. Would like to see surveys extended out to vegetated areas - entire island 
4. Similar to shoreline change: show me where the change has taken place 
and describe it: over a selected area, volumetric changes (how much 
volume has changed?) 
JK: LIDAR data mostly used for threatened and endangered (T+E) species, 
. mainly in their location, tracking, and documentation 
- Making field aids to cooperators (seasonals, volunteers, other 
agencies) 
- Could be used for other species: Horse monitoring (rehabilitation 
of dunes), deer habitat monitoring, mosquitoes and horses, herps, 
small mammals 
- Not using it now because no time to learn how 
- Shoreline datastes not used as frequently 
MS: Don't use the data very often, but have assisted with some data 
collection to compliment, especially LID AR ground trothing 
BS: Don't use the data currently at all 
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e) CZ: Would definitely use all the data more often if they were more readily 
accessible and with an automated tool for analyses 
JK: See question 1, section d. Would be interested in the canopy penetrating 
LIDAR, especially in unique areas, such as ponds and wetlands, another 
problem is currently limited to using LID AR on vegetation free areas. 
MS: Would be interested, if it provides useful info to vegetation studies and 
is easy to use, no time to learn how. Also would like surveys to be flown 
during the vegetation productive, summer season. 
BS: Would definitely be interested in LIDAR surveys if they are easy to use. 
2) Determine use of GIS software: 
a) CZ: Use GIS 3 or 4 times a month. Would like to use it more, but limiting 
factor is disorganized data management. 
JK: Field (hard copy) maps are used almost everyday and collect GIS data on 
a daily basis. 
Spring and fall use Arc View almost everyday: Spring - vegetation 
monitoring, data input, create maps for upcoming field season; Fall - entering 
data, performing analyses. 
GIS and LIDAR are used primarily as visual tools as opposed to analytical, 
time is the biggest constraint, going to a specialist takes too long. 
MS: Produce 3-4 maps a year, use it all the time for these projects especially: 
deer abundance, exotic species management. 
BS: Produce one or two maps a year, don't use it very often. 
Starting to use it more in data collection ➔ collecting water quality points and 
transects across the bay, will have to use GIS more to analyze the data. 
b) CZ: No problem with toolbox program being run in ArcGIS, as long as it is 
intuitive 
JK: Have not used it, interested in learning how to use it after the bugs are 
taken care of 
MS: No, have done everything in Arc View 
BS: No, have never used ArcGIS 
3) Determine which analyses would be most useful 
Shoreline Change Analysis 
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a) CZ: See initial thoughts, and section 1 question d. Summary: calculating the 
rate of shoreline change for a specific section of shoreline is extremely 
important to managing natural and cultural resources in a barrier island 
environment. 
JK: Not as interested in shoreline datasets or shoreline change, but am 
interested in the intertidal zone. Really just care where it is at that moment in 
reference to other landforms - piping plover research has adjusted to moving 
shorelines. 
MS: Would be interested, but mainly in how it affects other communities. 
Edge of Veg-haven't looked at using that as an indicator, but would have a 
utility. 
Also interested in collecting complimentary data that could be compared to 
shoreline change, such as changing habitats. 
BS: Not interested 
b) CZ: Never used a program to do this before, but would be extremely 
interested in using one 
c) CZ: Question about the methods: how are the calculations made in the AOR 
method, where are the averages drawn (between shorelines neighbored in 
time, or all compared to all)? 
I think that any method would be appropriate as long as it is always used, in 
previous and current research 
Important statistical question is spatial variability - how to put smaller 
sections into context with their adjacent sections 
LID AR Surveys/ Beach Topography 
a) CZ: Very useful- ability to see where certain elevations exist 
JK: Very interested, would save a lot of time. 
Provides a whole new perspective. 
MS: Would be interested, could save time for looking at vegetation 
monitoring in unknown areas ➔ looking at where habitats might be ( example: 
sea beach amaranth in unfamiliar VA sections of the park). Also looking at 
overwash locations, wide vs. narrow beaches, minimum elevations are a 
possibility. 
15 cm accuracy is not as specific to look at sub-species delineation, but may 
show some more general findings. 
LIDAR question: What is the confidence interval of these surveys? What 
does the +/-15cm actually say? 
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BS: Would be interested. Could be used to look at unfamiliar arts of island to 
find and document location of inland freshwater ponds. There are a lot of 
ponds on ASIS, but its unknown where they exactly are. 
b) CZ: Idea for this is to portray an outline of the island, user selects a section, 
and only that section comes up for viewing. 
JK: Very interested in using a polygon or drawing a box. 
c) CZ: Very interested in visualizing the changes between two surveys 
JK: Interested 
MS: Would be interested in using this utility, especially after major storm 
events. Possibly comparing elevation changes to horse herd size, rainfall, 
other variables that influence community type. 
BS: Would be interested in examining changes in coastal elevations, 
overwash fans, and marsh elevations. 
d) CZ: Very interested, highlighting specific elevations. 
JK: Would be good. 
e) CZ: Sees the utility in such a function, but not personally interested (from a 
management perspective). 
JK: Very interested, see initial thoughts. 
MS: Not as interested. 
BS: Could be used to get elevations for ponds. Some have elevation gauges, 
some don't. Getting elevations and areas for them would be very useful. 
f) CZ: Sometimes contour lines may be easier to use than a grid 
JK: Interested. 
MS: Would be interested in using this, but do not like the idea of throwing 'a 
lot of stuff together' (vegetation is portrayed as elevation) 
BS: Could possibly be used to delineate pond boundaries. 
g) CZ: Not necessarily interested in feature extraction, except for examining 
changes in the artificially maintained dune. 
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JK: Interested, especially for looking at the formation of dunes and wetlands 
MS: Ofinterest. 
BS: Interested in using this feature to extract pond information ( area, 
elevations, changes in water level, could show if pond is groundwater or 
rainwater fed). 
h) CZ: Likes the idea of using historic data, but comparison process does not 
seem too useful for a manager. 
JK: Interested, but would be better applied to physical monitoring. 
MS: Not interested 
BS: Not interested 
i) CZ: Not interested. 
JK: Not interested. 
MS: Would be apparent in contours and data itself. Might be useful for 
looking at habitat, possible portray horse grazing impacts, especially on dune 
changes. 
Useful after a storm event. 
BS: Not interested. 
j) CZ: Visualize the data, calculating changes in elevations, and query change 
and elevation values. 
JK: Getting elevation data for polygon, ployline, point shapefiles, 
visualization tools (legend, extracting). 
MS: Visualization, identifying habitat and change of proportional abundance 
of habitats. 
Ease of use is very important. 
Possibility of looking at understory. 
With the ability to better utilize LIDAR data, it has the potential to explain a 
variety of topics. 
BS: Visualizing the LIDAR surveys, extracting features based on contour 
lines. 
k) JK: Using the multi-return LIDAR data to produce a grid portraying 
vegetation heights, especially vegetated areas versus non-vegetated areas. 
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Would also like to be able to grid everything that is vegetated. Vegetation 
changes so drastically, it is very frustrating updating the vegetation maps 
every year. 
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Cape Cod National Seashore 
Participants: 
Name Position National Park 
Mark Adams GIS Specialist CACO 
Bob Cook Wildlife Biologist CACO 
Nancy Finley Resource Management Division Chief CACO 
Evan Gwilliams Natural Resource Management CACO 
Carrie Phillips CACO Inventory & Monitoring Coordinator CACO 
John Portnoy Wetland Ecologist CACO 
Eric Schneider Natural Resources Science Graduate Student CACO 
Stephen Smith Plant Ecologist CACO 
Scott Stevens GIS Technician and Graduate Student CACO 
Initial thoughts 
Evan Gwilliams (EG) - Natural Resource Management 
- Works on a variety of projects: monitoring heath lands (retreat of dunes and 
deposition of sand and other sediment), freshwater and estuarine wetlands, 
and barrier beaches. 
Carrie Phillips (CP)- I&M Coordinator for Cape Cod National Seashore (CACO) 
- Interested in setting standards for consistently analyzing data and making 
comparisons from year to year ➔ wants well-defined issues, questions, and 
results for data as it is collected. 
- Haven't been intimately involved with the network organization, but 
o Recently hired David Vincent who will be the main person studying 
physical science questions at CACO 
o Would like to get together with network people and increase 
involvement 
*** Having data be a product that is useful for management is a big priority. 
Bob Cook (BC) - Wildlife Biologist 
- Works with amphibian monitoring and fresh water pond habitats 
o In the future, the program may be expanded to include birds and 
mammals. 
- Not sure about what LIDAR can do, but is interested in finding out. 
- What does LID AR do that existing technologies do not? How can it replace 
them? 
Eric Schneider (ES) - Graduate Student at URI in Natural Resources Science 
Department 
- Researching piping plovers and shorebirds 
o Especially interested in various properties of incubation 
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- Also not sure exactly what LDIAR could be used for, but interested in finding 
out. 
Nancy Finley (NF) - Resource Management Division Chief 
- Gets lots of questions from public about rate of bluff crest movement 
o Particularly from people interested in buying a house or property close 
to the bluffs. 
o Don't need to answer them, but would like the ability to. 
- Work done by USGS/Woodshole-Elizabeth Pembleton (sp?) 
o Coastal vulnerability index 
• Uses geologic and physical parameters to look at coastal 
geomorph trends over the past 100 years 
- Lots of research going on at CACO - by CACO and I&M 
o Would like some idea of what LIDAR does and what it can do ➔ what 
type of information does it produce? 
o Would also like it to be more readily accessible. 
Scott Stevens (SSt) - GIS Technician and Grad Student 
- Seasonal GIS Technician 
- Not into research aspect as much, but involved with some projects that work 
with it 
- Main request: more coverage, allowing ability to look at microhabitats 
- Have read work done using LIDAR to produce fire fuel load maps 
John Portnoy (JP)- Wetland Ecologist 
Main interest is in biogeochemical processes 
Big needs are for land and water surface elevations for the fresh water 
wetlands throughout the park 
Elevation data is very useful for hydrology studies as well 
Wetland restoration projects 
o Have worked a lot in Pleasant Bay Marsh 
o Can LID AR be used to better define creek banks? Can this process be 
automated? 
- What is the confidence interval of the LIDAR data? 
Mark Adams (MA)-GIS Specialist 
Working on a current project using LIDAR data to extract profiles along 
Marindin transects 
o Can then be compared to elevation profiles from same transects in 
1800's 
o Using ArcMap 3D-Analyst to get profile from LID AR transect 
Suggestion: come up with some recommendations for other software that 
better works with raster data ( examples: EDRESI, SURFER) 
Very interested in working with LID AR 
o Scientists see the data and come up with brand new applications for it 
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o Looking at the Province Lands (northern section of Cape Cod) ➔ 
dune dynamic modeling, spans about 5 years 
o Possibility of generating marsh shorelines 
o Canopy and understory are very important 
• Creating an updated veg map, could use attributes such as 
canopy or veg heights 
- Marsh restoration projects - taking out dykes, culverts, etc. 
o What will new flood area delineations be after removal of tidal 
restrictive structutres? 
o One location of such study is the Herring River in Wellfleet 
o Size and location of pools and islands after restoration 
• Fine features that define the drainage pattern of a marsh, what 
happens to them after tidal flow is re-introduced? 
- Overwash at Ballston Beach during storm in 1982 
O Trapped salt/brackish water in an anthropologically created fresh water 
marsh (from a dyke running through the middle of the Cape) 
Stephen Smith (SSm) -Plant Ecologist (separate from general meeting) 
- Main interest in using LID AR data is for looking at vernal pools, or 
temporarily flooded wetlands 
- Delineating and documenting location 
- Characterizing their flora and fauna 
- Elevations 
- Pools become very vegetated in the summer 
o Optimum time for LID AR survey collection would be during leaf off 
months, with high water level 
• Would then look like flat, wide areas 
- Also interested in surrounding topography of the wetlands 
o Rain or wind shelters caused by sand dunes 
General Discussion 
General (Gen): Concern about survey coverage and return time 
Lots of recommendations to fly surveys at low tide and extend survey 
coverage to span the entire cape - specifically Provinceland and marsh 
habitats 
o MA: would like to talk individually with researchers at CACO, and 
make up a LID AR 'wish list' ➔ best areas to record data and how 
much of a return interval for each section 
o NF: if flown at low tide, is it possible to get any offshore bar 
information? 
o NF: How much does a LIDAR flight cost? 
• Is it possible to get more than one survey a year? Is it possible 
to ask for one during a specific season? 
MA: interested in ability to increase the resolution of the surveys 
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- For a given study site, could you increase the resolution by making a new grid 
with smaller pixels using the original data? How much would the file size 
increase? 
- EG: How fast/frequent does the laser shoot? 
Gen: how familiar are people with using GIS software? 
- MA: GIS specialist at CACO; frequently uses a variety of packages including 
ArcGIS 
SSt: GIS Tech, frequently uses a variety of packages including ArcGIS 
- EG: have used ArcGIS some, and Arc View quite a bit 
- NF: some familiarity with GIS, haven't used ArcGIS 
CP: some familiarity with GIS, haven't used ArcGIS 
- JP: have frequently used GIS, haven't used ArcGIS yet 
JP: would like to be alerted before surveys are flown 
- Advance notice would allow field data to be collected at the same time 
- Requested being notified months before the survey is flown, if possible 
CP + NF: highest priority output for coastal geomorphology data is examination of 
shoreline change (wide definition) 
Specifically the nearshore environment and bluff changes 
- What are important structures/features to look at for indices of shoreline 
change (vital signs)? Would like to be told which features are most important 
to collect. 
o NF: However, they may be differences between what is deemed a 
'vital sign' and what would be useful to CACO (the park itself). 
- JP: interested in using the technology for adding to the science of 
understanding the system composed of nearshore, beach, and bluffs 
o Bar information (is available through collecting data at low tide) may 
add to that 
- Main focus should probably be the bluffs ➔ an example of, the symptoms of, 
and maybe the main problem 
o Particularly the toe and crest of bluffs ➔ horizontal/vertical movement 
SSm: Mainly in experimental stages of looking at LID AR data 
- Have looked at using LIDAR to investigate wetland areas in the northern 
section of CACO 
Have a big interest in using LID AR data to further work being done on 
wetlands and vernal pools 
Not as interested in ocean shoreline data 
Use GIS everyday 
- Use Arc View now, but will be installing and using ArcGIS soon 
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Lidar Tools (letters apply to questionnaire (A-1) 
a) Visualization of lidar surveys 
- EG: the less right-clicking needed the better 
- MA: standardizes the way data is looked at 
- Less work has to be done by the researcher/manager 
- SSm: Already can do this himself, would save time though 
b) Extracting a grid over a smaller study area 
- Would be useful 
- NF: LIDAR could be used for checking/updating vegetation mapping 
- MA: looking at slope and elevation differences and comparing them to data 
on the vegetation maps 
- SSm: Might be useful, can take a while to load up 
c) Topographic Change Analysis 
JP: could use it to examine changes in elevation of salt marsh grasses 
o How are they changing over time? 
o Would require some ground truthing. 
After running the change analysis one can see areas where major changes 
have occurred, and to what extent 
o CP: where these places are in space and how the changes have 
occurred over time 
o JP: where you see loss and gain, one could go back and look at 
volumetric changes, possibly perform a sand budget. 
o MA: same thing for biomass, if it is portraying dense vegetation 
SSm: Would be useful 
d) Querying grids 
- Gen: A querying tool that compares relative low points for a given area 
would be useful 
- SSm: Would be good 
e) Getting elevation information for vector data 
- Would be very useful ➔ something that would give a researcher or manager 
a basic idea about the elevation within a given polygon 
- EG: draw a polygon around a given area and output a variety of parameters. 
Could be used to identify areas that fit certain criteria, or to display average 
elevations around a specific point. 
- SSm: Have downloaded an Arc View extension that does this already. 
o Jennessent.com ➔ Surface tools for polygons 
f) Creating contour lines 
- Provides a way to look at the raster data in a vector format 
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Would be useful 
g) Extracting features using selected contour lines 
Would be useful for extracting important datasets 
Somewhat arbitrary, but still okay 
o Could collect field elevations at the same time as the LIDAR surveys 
to be used as parameters for selecting features 
NF: could maybe be used to examine loss of habitat due to development 
o Getting housing footpruints, examining new houses built and smaller 
houses expanded 
Final Thoughts 
JP: When the dunes were planted with grasses in the Provincetown area, Dr. Stephen 
Leatherman had suggested it was a good idea, because no new sand was coming into 
the system. Dr. James Allen said that there is some sand coming in, so it wasn't a 
good idea. No sand budget has ever been calculated to decide who was probably 
right. LIDAR could be used to provide this, examine how much sand is entering and 
leaving the park boundary. 
NF: an important consideration is that the datasets can't be so obscure that people 
can't use them on a day-to-day, consistent basis. 
NF + CP: do have an interest in shoreline change analysis ( although everyone else 
did not). Could the analysis be used to examine changes in the location of the bluff 
crest or toe line? 
SSm: Have played around with looking at slope information. Interested in looking at 
slopes of uplands around wetlands. Main interest - getting water surface and ground 
elevations for series of small, independent wetlands in Provincetown - too many to 
study in the field, need one instantaneous shot; problem is too much vegetation, some 
have wetland under story, some do not. Would like surveys flown when there are less 
vegetation, leaf off time of year. Possibly could use feature extraction to get size and 
documented location of each wetland. Might be able to use an intensity dataset to 
delineate between sand and not sand (vegetation or water). 
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Fire Island National Seashore 
Participants: 
Name Position National Park 
Diane Abell Park Planner FIIS 
Michael Bilecki Chief of Resource Management FIIS 
Steve Henderson Interpreter FIIS 
Marie Lawrence Natural Resource Management FIIS 
George Leone Safety Officer FIIS 
Patti Rafferty Coastal Ecologist FIIS 
Kristin Santos Interpreter FIIS 
Steve Singler Chief of Maintenance FIIS 
David Spirtes Superintendent FIIS 
Barry Sullivan Deputy Superintendent FIIS 
Paula Valentine Chief of Interpretation FIIS 
General Discussion 
These notes were re-organized into separate sections, and did not occur in the order 
they were recorded. 
Michael Bilecki (MB)- could this project be better utilized as a web server, rather 
than giving the tools and data to each specific park? 
Diane Abell (DA)-when ArcGIS is up and running, and our server is working like it 
is supposed to, then we would have this all on a server for the park. 
Steve Henderson (SH) - is there a way to stay updated on changing technology in the 
National Park Service? 
Marie Lawrence (ML)-what would be great is ifwe could have this data like 
weather data, where it is constantly being updated, and can be looked at in different 
scales (local vs. national). Also, if this data and project were on a web server, it 
would be always be there, where as in individual parks, people and software come 
and go. 
MB - need a way to have more consistent and frequent GPS surveys, would like 
surveys done at specific, requested times. Also, the more LIDAR surveys the better. 
Steve Singler (SS) - could we run our own shorelines with our own GPS. 
David Spirtes (DS)-we are interested in overlaying all of this data with everything 
else (i.e. hotlinking photos, infrastructure, etc.) 
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Shoreline Change Analysis 
DA - shoreline change analysis seems very speculative [ when used in a predictive 
capacity], anytime a major storm comes through, the rates of change would all be 
different. 
Barry Sullivan (BS) - could you use LID AR data to perform shoreline change 
analysis for the bay shoreline? 
Patti Rafferty (PR)- the accuracy for LIDAR is probably not fine enough. 5.5 inches 
(10 cm) could be the difference between a plant species colonizing or not. 
DA - we need to start thing about the effect storms play on shoreline change. 
MB - shoreline collection would be good for continuing data collection between 
LID AR surveys. The more data, the better. 
BS - New York State, or maybe Suffolk County, might be interested in helping with 
collecting shoreline datasets. 
LIDAR Datasets 
BS -there is a local college near Fire Island National Seashore (FIIS) that has some 
type of light aircraft. They would probably have an interest in flying FIIS surveys, if 
they had the equipment. Could the LID AR instrument be transferred to another 
aircraft? 
Steve Henderson (SH)- could a LIDAR system (EAARL) be used to measure 
turbidity? 
PV - LID AR could be used to determine if any housing/development is built over the 
28ft height allotment. 
DA- can you change the legend/classification scheme of the LIDAR dataset to have 
smaller class sizes over specific ranges? She would be interested in having that as a 
tool in the Coastal GeoToolbox. 
MB- zoning regulations call for specific heights of houses/development on FIIS. 
Can we use LIDAR to see if they are wrong? 
DA - you could run a query and see every cell over a certain elevation. (Everyone 
was very interested in having this query tool available in the Geo Toolbox.) Could 
look at two surveys to see if any new houses have been built between them. 
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BS - believes the FIIS 2002 data is available on the NOAA CSC website. Also, he is 
currently working on a fisheries management 'white paper', and could possible use 
some EAARL data for that. 
DA-ifEAARL can gather information on vegetation canopy, it would be extremely 
useful. 
PV - is LIDAR data copyrighted? Can we use it ourselves in displays? 
MB - do you think LID AR may be able to pick up tire ruts on the beach? 
ML - you could look at erosion 'hot spots' from the LID AR datasets, and then look 
closer in the field for what may be causing it. For example, ifthere is a large amount 
of vehicle traffic. 
MB - can LIDAR pick out the difference between vegetated dunes versus dunes 
without vegetation? 
DA - having aerial photos with LID AR data collected at the same time would be 
great for that, and extremely useful for other areas as well. 
SH - using LID AR to look at if 'blow outs' in the dunes (storm surge channels), and 
what happens then with wind and sand. 
DA- looking at a series ofLIDAR datasets to visually see the island changing 
through time, like a time series or animation. 
MB - has anyone looked at a LIDAR dataset in correlation with a vegetation map? 
SH - would be very interested in using the feature extraction tool in order to get an 
approximate bay shoreline. 
DA-would be very useful to be able to make contour lines from raster datasets 
SH -like the idea of topographic change analysis, you can possibly track sand 
movement as well as changes in elevation. 
Everyone - liked the change analysis slide, liked the idea of seeing survey data and 
change analysis on top of and/or next to each other. 
SH - it would be really interesting to look at the changing dune [ crest] line and 
compare that to the shoreline. Would be interested in having the LIDAR surveys as a 
jpeg, so they could easily be used in a presentation or poster. Even if it makes the file 
size much bigger, people that aren't GIS users would definitely be interested in using 
them as jpegs. 
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Final discussion with Diane Abell and Mike Bilecki 
DA 
- Are very interested in getting updated bay shorelines 
- We get data from work done by Dr. Norb Psuty and Jeff Pace, but only the 
original datasets (no metadata) 
- Use shoreline data quite often, always relative to park development along the 
shorelines. Have frequently overlaid shorelines on aerial photographs to show 
people how variable the shoreline is in certain locations. 
- Main problem with accessibility deals with getting all the data and software 
running on the park server. Needs to be done, especially for Resource 
Management Division. 
- Not many people in the park are GIS literate. 
MB 
- Usually when people are asking GIS related questions they go to someone at 
the park that knows the software. As we get the database server set up, more 
and more questions will probably arise 
- Is especially interested in using the grid query function, in order to highlight 
all elevations over 28ft. 
- Would be interested in having a draft of the toolbox sent out to NPS personnel 
prior to thesis defense. This would provide a good test, allow NPS people to 
see how well it works, and can then write some type of recommendation for 
the product being complete and in working order. 
- Wonder what kind of questions this could possibly answer when a park is 
creating their General Management Plan (GMP). Talk to Nancy Finley (at 
CACO) about how this could have helped her with that. Possibilities: this will 
help with Resource Management, planning, development. 
o The GMP is a set of planning guidelines for the park for the next 20-30 
years. It helps plans for all major issues that come up, and what do 
you need to do to go in a specific direction. 
o DA - using LID AR surveys to somehow calculate development 
densities. What should the densities aim to be, and what are they 
currently? 
o Example: there is a marina that may be causing erosion in the 
surrounding area. How much is the shoreline/elevation changing in 
that area versus other areas. Does the marina need to stay there, or be 
removed? 
- Would be interested in using LIDAR data to examine possible shoreline 
locations after sea level rise, could maybe use contour lines to look at what the 
shoreline would look like if sea level rose x meters. 
Sees many possibilities of using the tool in day-to-day management questions, also 
using this to develop long-term questions and plans. 
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Gateway National Recreation Area 
Participants 
Name Position National Park 
DougAdano Dept. of Natural Resources (DNR) Chief GATE 
Mike Byer Botanist GATE 
Jackie Duhon Biological Technician GATE 
George Frame DNR GATE 
Christine Grayson DNR Fisheries Biologist GATE 
Bruce Lane Natural Resources Management GATE 
Kathy Mellander GIS Specialist GATE 
Chris Olijnyk Refuge Operations Specialist GATE 
Dave Taft District Ranger GATE 
Kim Tripp Research Coordinator GATE 
Craig Ungerecht Public Health Officer GATE 
John ZuZworsky Refuge Operations Specialist GATE 
Professor Emeritus, Rutgers University, and 
Norbert Psuty Director, Sandy Hook Cooperative Research Rutgers Univ. 
Programs 
Jeff Pace Watershed Coordinator, Sandy Hook Rutgers Univ. 
Cooperative Programs, Rutgers University 
Mark Duffy GIS Specialist NCBN 







Professor Emeritus, Rutgers University, and Director, 
Sandy Hook Cooperative Research Programs 
Watershed Coordinator, Sandy Hook Cooperative 
Programs, Rutgers University 
GIS Specialist with Northeast Coastal & Barrier 
Network (NCBN) 
GIS Specialist at Gateway National Recreation Area 
(GATE) 
Norb Psuty (NP): how would this [Coastal GeoToolbox] be integrated into the 
NCBN coastal geomorphology protocol? 
Mark Duffy (MD): this will plug into the analysis and reporting section, this is a way 
for the parks to use the data. 
Kathryn Melander (KM): which would be very useful 
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NP: this could be a way to show possibilities of using the data to the parks. This is 
what the data can say. 
Jeff Pace (JP): the toolbox project is the 'how you could use this', the protocol is 
'how to collect it'. The protocol is data collection, and there also needs to be a 
defined final product. 
NP: the information from these discussions [Coastal GeoToolbox discussions with 
ocean parks in the NCBN] could be very useful for the protocol. 
MD: there has also been a lot of more general questioning done during the beginning 
oftheNCBN. 
KM: this project seems more park specific, looking into how people can use the data. 
Shoreline change analysis 
NP: shoreline data collection is driven by what one wants to see over long term. 
JP: in the shoreline query tool, maybe have the choices load up by default. 
NP: could also include all for a choice. 
KM: it would be very useful. Could also use the 'Purpose' field to document data 
from other sources. 
MD: there can always be data in the shoreline database that is not included in the 
query. 
JP: could have another option to select a single shoreline. 
MD: can't cover every base and add everything. Some things will have to be done 
by individuals. 
NP: could leave out season or month [as an attribute choice]. Would leave out 
month, or maybe have month fill in after selecting a season. 
NP: new issue of Journal of Coastal Research [ shoreline change special issue] has a 
lot on state-of-the-art coastal change procedures. 
JP: another way to automate the shoreline change analysis: divide each line into 
points and measure distances between 
KM: another way: rasterize both layers and do a subtract/overlay to see accretion and 
erosion 
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NP+ JP: problems with using Arc near command [for SCA], does not necessarily 
create orthogonal lines, what if there is a cove or some other non-linear shoreline 
feature 
MD: could possibly have a set reference line for each park 
JP: custom azimuth direction for each point along a reference line. Gives distance 
from each point to each line. Have reference lines and points as a saved file that will 
be used by the toolbox. 
MD: this would provide a level of consistency for each survey. 
NP: would it be possible to have a map of the park over the shoreline change graph, 
with locations marked along the shoreline? 
Lidar surveys 
MD: visualization would be very useful. So would querying, show all the areas that 
have changed a specific amount. 
JP: feature extraction is hard when using contours, not necessarily the dune toe. In 
some spots it may work, in others it may not. 
NP: with generating contour lines, you see topography, but not necessarily defined 
geomorphic features. 
JP: at the very least, you need elevation and slope. 
MD: would not include feature extraction in the Coastal GeoToolbox, it is still in the 
research stages. 
KM: I would be interested in using lidar to create a slope map, possibly useful for 
people if it was included in the toolbox. 
NP + MD: slope would be very useful. 
JP: slopes are also more powerful for features. 
NP: what you want to show is, 'here are areas of greatest change', show magnitude 
of change, and also how is the data changing. One can then decide if something is 
wrong. 
JP: you can also make smaller changes appear clear, so one can see the maps behind 
the data. 
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NP: bring up specific examples for other parks. Some of GATE shorelines are not 
necessarily natural changes. The rates aren't constant, and they can be very 
manipulated. You are looking at particular time slots, not necessarily changes over 
time. 
















GIS Specialist at Gateway National Recreation Area 




DNR Fisheries Biologist 
'Natural Resources Management 
GIS Specialist 
Refuge Operations Specialist 
District Ranger 
Research Coordinator 
Public Health Officer 
Refuge Operations Specialist 
Doug Adano (DA): shoreline query would be useful 
Chris Olijnk (CO): The type attribute would be useful, and so would a tool that 
calculated measurements of erosion and accretion. 
General (Gen): Does lidar penetrate water? It could maybe be used to look at plumes 
in the Hudson River. These results could be misleading, as it would also pick up boat 
wakes. 
Gen: How are shorelines collected? 
Gen: would also be interested in looking at shoreline changes on bayside locations. 
Gen: shoreline location would be immediately appropriate for things like, bathhouse 
location, examining shorebirds habitat, looking at the south shore of Rockaways in 
Queens, etc. How are inlet areas looked at? 
Bruce Lane (BL): might be able to use polygons to quantify shoreline change. 
Dave Taft (DT): can the [standardized lidar] legend be manually changed? 
BL: that can be done just using standard GIS software. 
Gen: a slope map would also be useful. 
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Appendix B. Programming code for the Coastal GeoToolbox. 
B-1. Horizontal shoreline location tools 
Select Shorelines to View 
Button (view_shorelines) image on the desktop. 
Code behind button: 
Private Sub view_ shorelines_ Click() 
'Get the Map 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As !Map 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
' Check to make sure a line shapefile is the first layer 
Dim pLayer As !Layer 
Set pLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
If Not TypeOfpLayer Is IFeatureLayer Then 
MsgBox ("You do not have a valid shapefile database as your first layer.") 
Exit Sub 
End If 




Code behind UsrFnn_slquery: 
'global variable declerations 
Public type_opt As Integer 
Public year_opt As Integer 
Public season_opt As Integer 
Public purpose_ opt As Integer 
Public date_opt As Integer 
Public sel As String 
Public QryStatement As String 
'clearing out selected listboxes 
Private Sub cmdTypeClear _ ClickO 
TypeSelectedListBox.Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdYearClear _ Click() 
Y earSelectedListBox. Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdSeasonClear _ Click() 
SeasonSelectedListBox.Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdPurposeClear _ Click() 
PurposeSelectedListBox. Clear 
End Sub 
Private Sub crnndDateClear _ Click() 
DateSelectedListBox.Clear 
End Sub 
'field option buttons 
Private Sub PurposeOptionButton _ Click() 
sel = "PURPOSE" 
purpose_ opt =purpose_ opt + 1 
If purpose_ opt = 1 Then Call filllist 
End Sub 
Private Sub SeasonOptionButton _ Click() 
sel = "SEASON" 
season_ opt = season_ opt + 1 
If season_ opt = 1 Then Call filllist 
End Sub 
Private Sub TypeOptionButton _ Click() 
sel= "TYPE" 
type_ opt = type_ opt + 1 
If type_ opt = 1 Then Call filllist 
End Sub 
Private Sub YearOptionButton _ Click() 
sel="YEAR" 
year_ opt =.year_ opt + l 
If year_ opt = 1 Then Call filllist 
End Sub 
Private Sub DateOptionButton _ Click() 
date_ opt = date_ opt + 1 
If date_ opt = l Then Call filldatelist 
End Sub 
'filling in selected list boxes 
Private Sub TypeListBox _ Click() 
Dim count As Integer 
IfTypeSelectedListBox.ListCount = 0 Then 




lfTypeSelectedListBox.ListCount > 0 Then 
For count= 1 To UsrFrm_slquery.TypeSelectedListBox.ListCount 
IfTypeListBox.Value = TypeSelectedListBox.List(count - 1) Then 




UsrFrm _ slquery. TypeSelectedListBox.Additem TypeListBox. Value 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub YearListBox _ Click() 
Dim count As Integer 
IfYearSelectedListBox.ListCount = 0 Then 
UsrFrm _ slquery. YearSelectedListBox.Additem YearListBox.Value 
Exit Sub 
End If 
IfYearSelectedListBox.ListCount > 0 Then 
For count = 1 To UsrFrm _ slquery. Y earSelectedListBox.ListCount 
If Y earListBox. Value = Y earSelectedListBox.List( count - 1) Then 




UsrFrm _ slquery. YearSelectedListBox.Addltem YearListBox.Value 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub SeasonListBox _ Click() 
Dim count As Integer 
If SeasonSelectedListBox.ListCount = 0 Then 
UsrFrm _ slquery.SeasonSelectedListBox.Addltem SeasonListBox. Value 
Exit Sub 
End If 
If SeasonSelectedListBox.ListCount > 0 Then 
For count= 1 To UsrFrm_slquery.SeasonSelectedListBox.ListCount 
lfSeasonListBox.Value = SeasonSelectedListBox.List(count - 1) Then 




UsrFrm_ slquery.SeasonSelectedListBox.Additem SeasonListBox. Value 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub PurposeListBox _ Click() 
Dim count As Integer 
If PurposeSelectedListBox.ListCount = 0 Then 




If PurposeSelectedListBox.ListCount > 0 Then 
For count= 1 To UsrFrm_slquery.PurposeSelectedListBox.ListCount 
If PurposeListBox.Value = PurposeSelectedListBox.List(count - 1) Then 




UsrFrm_ slquery.PurposeSelectedListBox.Addltem PurposeListBox. Value 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub DateListBox _ Click() 
Dim count As Integer 
IfDateSelectedListBox.ListCount = 0 Then 
UsrFrm _ slquery.DateSelectedListBox.Addltem DateListBox. Value 
Exit Sub 
End If 
IfDateSelectedListBox.ListCount > 0 Then 
For count= 1 To UsrFrm_slquery.DateSelectedListBox.ListCount 
IfDateListBox.Value = DateSelectedListBox.List(count - 1) Then 








'fills the specific shoreline date listbox 
Dim pDoc As IMxDocument 
Dim pLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Dim pTable As !Table 
'Get the attribute table for the first layer 
Set pDoc = ThisDocument 
Set pLayer = pDoc.FocusMap.Layer(O) 
Set pTable = pLayer.FeatureClass 
'fill the listbox with a combined year, month, and day feature 
Dim numfeatures As Integer 
Dim pFC As IFeatureClass 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim pFeat As !Feature 
Dim pRow As IRow 
Dim CollectionDate As String 
Dim CollectionMonth As String 
Dim CollectionDay As String 
Dim Collection Year As String 
Set pFC = pLayer.FeatureClass 
numfeatures = pFC.FeatureCount(Nothing) 
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Set pTable = pFC 
For i = 0 To numfeatures - 1 
Set pRow = pTable.GetRow(i) 
Collection Year = pRow. Value(pTable.FindField("YEAR")) 
CollectionMonth = pRow. Value(pTable.FindField("MONTH")) 
IfLen(CollectionMonth) = 1 Then CollectionMonth = "0" & 
pRow. Value(pTable.FindField("MONTH")) 
CollectionDay = pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("DAY")) 
IfLen(CollectionDay) = 1 Then CollectionDay = "0" & pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("DAY")) 
CollectionDate = Collection Year & "/" & CollectionMonth & "/" & CollectionDay 
DateListBox.Addltem (CollectionDate) 
Next i 
'sort ascendlingly using swap sort 
IfUBound(DateListBox.List) < 1 Then Exit Sub 
Dim 1 As Long, k As Long, v As Variant 
For 1 = 0 To UBound(DateListBox.List) - 1 
Fork= 1 + 1 To UBound(DateListBox.List) 
IfDateListBox.List(l) > DateListBox.List(k) Then 
v = DateListBox.List(l) 
DateListBox.List(l) = DateListBox.List(k) 






'Add sorted values from a field in a layer's attribute table to a list box. 
Dim pDoc As IMxDocument 
Dim pLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Dim pTable As !Table 
Dim pTableSort As ITableSort 
Dim sFieldName As String 
Dim pCur As I Cursor 
Dim pRow As !Row 
Dim attr 1 As String 
Dim attr2 As String 
'Get the attribute table for the first layer 
Set pDoc = ThisDocument 
Set pLayer = pDoc.FocusMap.Layer(0) 
Set pTable = pLayer.FeatureClass 
'This sorts the field 
sFieldName = sel 
Set pTableSort = New esriCore.TableSort 
With pTableSort 
.Fields = sFieldName 
.Ascending(sFieldName) = True 
Set .Table = pTable 
End With 
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'Sort the table 
pTableSort.Sort Nothing 
'loop through the sorted records and add unique values to a list box 
Set pCur = pTableSort.Rows 
Set pRow = pCur.NextRow 
attr2 = xxxxxx 
Do Until pRow Is Nothing 
attr 1 = pRow. Value(pTable.FindField( sFieldName)) 
If attr 1 <> attr2 Then 
Select Case sel 
Case Is = "YEAR" 
UsrFrm_slquery.YearListBox.Addltem attrl 
Case Is = "TYPE" 
UsrFrm _ slquery. TypeListBox.Addltem attr 1 
Case Is = "SEASON" 
UsrFrm _ slquery.SeasonListBox.Addltem attr 1 
Case Is = "PURPOSE" 
U srFrm _ slquery.PurposeListBox.Addl tern attr 1 
End Select 
End If 
attr2 = attrl 
Set pRow = pCur.NextRow 
Loop 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdSubrnit_ Click() 
'putting together the query statement 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
Dim pMHWLayer As !Layer 
Set pMHWLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
Dim NumSelected As Integer 
Dim x As Integer 
Dim TypeQry As String 
Dim YearQry As String 
Dim SeasonQry As String 
Dim PurposeQry As String 
Dim DateQry As String 
'making each field query statement surrounded by () 
'type 
NurnSelected = TypeSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is= 0 
TypeQry = "(TYPE<> 'xxxxxx')" 
Case Is= 1 
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TypeQry ="(TYPE="' & TypeListBox.Value & "')" 
Case Is> l 
TypeQry = "(TYPE = '" & TypeSelectedListBox.List(0) & ""' 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
TypeQry = TypeQry & "OR TYPE="' & TypeSelectedListBox.List(x - 1) & ""' 
Next 
TypeQry = TypeQry & ")" 
End Select 
'year 
NumSelected = Y earSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is =O 
YearQry = "(YEAR<> 0)" 
Case Is= l 
YearQry = "(YEAR= " & YearListBox. Value & ")" 
Case Is> l 
YearQry ="(YEAR=" & YearSelectedListBox.List(0) 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
YearQry = YearQry & " OR YEAR= " & YearSelectedListBox.List(x - l) 
Next 
YearQry = Y earQry & ")" 
End Select 
'season 
NumSelected = SeasonSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is =0 
SeasonQry = "(SEASON <> 'xxxxx')" 
Case Is= l 
SeasonQry ="(SEASON="' & SeasonListBox.Value & "')" 
Case Is> l 
SeasonQry = "(SEASON = "' & SeasonSelectedListBox.List(0) & ""' 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
SeasonQry = SeasonQry & "OR SEASON="' & SeasonSelectedListBox.List(x - 1) & 11111 
Next 
SeasonQry = SeasonQry & ")" 
End Select 
'purpose 
NumSelected = PurposeSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is= 0 
PurposeQry = "(PURPOSE <> 'xxxxx')" 
Case Is= l 
PurposeQry ="(PURPOSE="' & PurposeListBox.Value & "')" 
Case Is> 1 
PurposeQry = "(PURPOSE ="' & PurposeSelectedListBox.List(0) & 11111 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
PurposeQry = PurposeQry & "OR PURPOSE="' & PurposeSelectedListBox.List(x - 1) & ""' 
Next 
PurposeQry = PurposeQry & ")" 
End Select • 
'date 
Dim Date Year As String 
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Dim DateMonth As String 
Dim DateDay As String 
NumSelected = DateSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is= 0 
DateQry = "(YEAR<> O)" 
Case Is= 1 
Date Year = Left(DateSelectedListBox. Value, 4) 
DateMonth = Mid(DateSelectedListBox.Value, 6, 2) 
DateDay = Right(DateSelectedListBox.Value, 2) 
DateQry = "(YEAR=" & Date Year & " AND MONTH =" & DateMonth & " AND DAY= " & 
DateDay & ")" 
Case Is> 1 
Date Year= Left(DateSelectedListBox.List(0), 4) 
DateMonth = Mid(DateSelectedListBox.List(0), 6, 2) 
DateDay = Right(DateSelectedListBox.List(0), 2) 
DateQry = "((YEAR=" & Date Year & " AND MONTH =11 & DateMonth & " AND DAY = " & 
DateDay & ")11 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
Date Year= Left(DateSelectedListBox.List(x - 1), 4) 
DateMonth = Mid(DateSelectedListBox.List(x - 1), 6, 2) 
DateDay = Right(DateSelectedListBox.List(x - 1), 2) 
DateQry = DateQry & 11 OR (YEAR =11 & Date Year & 11 AND MONTH=" & DateMonth & " 
AND DAY = 11 & DateDay & ")11 
Next 
DateQry = DateQry & ")" 
End Select 
'combining field querys 
QryStatement = TypeQry & 11 AND " & YearQry & " AND " & SeasonQry & " AND " & 
PurposeQry & " AND 11 & DateQry 
'setting definition query using expression from global variable QryStatement 
Dim pMHWLayerDef As IFeatureLayerDefinition 
Set pMHWLayerDef = pMHWLayer 
pMHWLayerDef.DefinitionExpression = QryStatement 
'refreshing the view 
DimpMHWActiveView As IActiveView 
Set pMHW Active View= pMap 
pMHW Active View.Refresh 
Call cmdQuit_ Click 
End Sub 
'preview how many shorelines are selected so far 
Private Sub CmdBtn _ howmany _ Click() 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
DimpActiveView As IActiveView 
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Dim pFeatureSelection As IFeatureSelection 
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Dim pQueryFilter As IQueryFilter 
Dim pFeatCls As IFeatureClass 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
Set pActiveView = pMap 
'Dim pMHWLayer As !Layer 
'Set pMHWLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
Dim NumSelected As Integer 
Dim x As Integer 
Dim TypeQry As String 
Dim Y earQry As String 
Dim SeasonQry As String 
Dim PurposeQry As String 
'For simplicity sake let's use the first layer in the map 
If Not TypeOfpMap.Layer(0) Is IFeatureLayer Then 
MsgBox ("You do not have a shoreline database as your first layer.") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Set pFeatureLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
Set pFeatCls = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass 
Set pFeatureSelection = pFeatureLayer 
'making each field query statement surrounded by () 
'type 
NumSelected = TypeSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is =O 
• TypeQry = "(TYPE <> 'xxxxxx')" 
Case Is= 1 
TypeQry ="(TYPE="' & TypeListBox.Value & "')" 
Case Is> 1 
TypeQry = "(TYPE ="' & TypeSelectedListBox.List(0) & 11111 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
TypeQry = TypeQry & "OR TYPE="' & TypeSelectedListBox.List(x - 1) & 11111 
Next 
TypeQry = TypeQry & ")" 
End Select 
'year 
NumSelected = YearSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is= 0 
YearQry = "(YEAR <> 0)" 
Case Is= 1 
YearQry ="(YEAR=" & YearListBox.Value & ")" 
Case Is> 1 
YearQry ="(YEAR=" & YearSelectedListBox.List(0) 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
YearQry = YearQry & "OR YEAR=" & YearSelectedListBox.List(x - 1) 
Next 
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YearQry = Y earQry & ")" 
End Select 
'season 
NumSelected ':" SeasonSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is= 0 
SeasonQry = "(SEASON <> 'xxxxx')" 
Case Is= 1 
SeasonQry ="(SEASON="' & SeasonListBox.Value & "')" 
Case Is> 1 
SeasonQry = "(SEASON ="' & SeasonSelectedListBox.List(0) & ""' 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
SeasonQry = SeasonQry & "OR SEASON="' & SeasonSelectedListBox.List(x - 1) & ""' 
Next 
SeasonQry = SeasonQry & ")" 
End Select 
'purpose 
NumSelected = PurposeSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is= 0 
PurposeQry = "(PURPOSE<> 'xxxxx')" 
Case Is= 1 
PurposeQry ="(PURPOSE="' & PurposeListBox.Value & "')" 
Case Is> 1 
PurposeQry = "(PURPOSE= "' & PurposeSelectedListBox.List(0) & ""' 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
PurposeQry = PurposeQry & "OR PURPOSE="' & PurposeSelectedListBox.List(x - 1) & ""' 
Next 
PurposeQry = PurposeQry & ")" 
End Select 
'date 
Dim Date Year As String 
Dim DateMonth As String 
Dim DateDay As String 
NumSelected = DateSelectedListBox.ListCount 
Select Case NumSelected 
Case Is= 0 
DateQry = "(YEAR<> 0)" 
Case Is= 1 
Date Year = Left(DateSelectedListBox. Value, 4) 
DateMonth = Mid(DateSelectedListBox.Value, 6, 2) 
DateDay = Right(DateSelectedListBox.Value, 2) 
DateQry ="(YEAR=" & Date Year & "AND MONTH=" & DateMonth & "AND DAY=" & 
DateDay & ")" 
Case Is> 1 
Date Year= Left(DateSelectedListBox.List(0), 4) 
DateMonth = Mid(DateSelectedListBox.List(0), 6, 2) 
DateDay = Right(DateSelectedListBox.List(0), 2) 
DateQry ="((YEAR=" & Date Year & "AND MONTH=" & DateMonth & "AND DAY=" & 
DateDay & ")" 
For x = 2 To NumSelected 
Date Year= Left(DateSelectedListBox.List(x - 1), 4) 
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DateMonth = Mid(DateSelectedListBox.List(x - 1), 6, 2) 
DateDay = Right(DateSelectedListBox.List(x - 1), 2) 
DateQry = DateQry & " OR (YEAR=" & Date Year & " AND MONTH=" & DateMonth & " 
AND DAY= " & DateDay & ")" 
Next 
DateQry = DateQry & ")" 
End Select 
'combining field querys 
QryStatement = TypeQry & " AND " & YearQry & " AND " & SeasonQry & " AND " & 
PurposeQry & " AND " & DateQry 
'Create the query filter 
Set pQueryFilter = New QueryFilter 
pQueryFilter.WhereClause = QryStatement 
'Invalidate only the selection cache 
'Flag the original selection 
'pActiveView.PartialRefresh esriViewGeoSelection, Nothing, Nothing 
'Perform the selection 
'pFeatureSelection.SelectFeatures pQueryFilter, esriSelectionResultNew, False 
'Flag the new selection 
'pActiveView.PartialRefresh esriViewGeoSelection, Nothing, Nothing 
TxtBx _howmany. Value = pFeatCls.FeatureCount(pQueryFilter) 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdQuit_ Click() 












season_ opt = 0 
year_opt = 0 
purpose_ opt = 0 
date_opt = 0 
TxtBx_howmany.Value = "" 
UsrFrm _ slquery .Hide 
End Sub 
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Shoreline Change Analysis 
Button (sea) image on the desktop. 
Code behind button: 
Private Sub sea_ Click() 
U srFrm _ scalayer.Show 
End Sub 
Form: UsrFrm_scalayer 
Code behind UsrFrm_scalayer: 
Private Sub CmndBtn_cancel_Click() 
U srFrm _ scalayer.Hide 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmndBtn _okay_ Click() 




Form: UsrFrm scaintro 
Code behind UsrFrm scaintro: 
Private Sub CmndBtn _ manualselect_ Click() 




Private Sub CmndBtn _tableselect_ Click() 








Form: UsrFrm scaselectdate 
Code behind UsrFrm scaselectdate: 
'some of this code is based on the "Select Features Using An Attribute Query" script, found on 
http://arcobjectsonline.esri.com 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
'get the shoreline layer, and clear any previous selections 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Dim pFeatureSelection As IFeatureSelection 
Dim pSelectionSet As ISelectionSet 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
Set pFeatureLayer = pMap.Layer(O) 
Set pFeatureSelection = pFeatureLayer 
pFeatureSelection.Clear 
'fill the listbox with a combined year, month, and day feature 
Dim numfeatures As Integer 
Dim pFC As IFeatureClass 
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Dim i As Integer 
Dim pFeat As !Feature 
Dim pRow As !Row 
Dim pTable As !Table 
Dim CollectionDate As String 
Dim CollectionMonth As String 
Dim CollectionDay As String 
Dim Collection Year As String 
Set pFC = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass 
numfeatures = pFC.F eatureCount(N othing) 
Set pTable = pFC 
For i = 0 To numfeatures - l 
Set pFeat = pFC.GetFeature(i) 
Set pRow = pTable.GetRow(i) 
IfpRow.Value(pTable.FindField("TYPE")) = "Ocean" Then 
Collection Year= pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("YEAR")) 
CollectionMonth = pRow. Value(pTable.FindField("MONTH")) 
IfLen(CollectionMonth) = 1 Then CollectionMonth = "0" & 
pRow. Value(pTable.FindField("MONTH")) 
CollectionDay = pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("DAY")) 
IfLen(CollectionDay) = 1 Then CollectionDay = "0" & pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("DAY")) 
CollectionDate = Collection Year & "/" & CollectionMonth & "/" & CollectionDay 
LstBx _ scadates.Addltem ( CollectionDate) 
End If 
Nexti 
' sort ascendlingly using swap sort 
IfUBound(LstBx_scadates.List) < 1 Then Exit Sub 
Dim I As Long, k As Long, v As Variant 
For l = 0 To UBound(LstBx_scadates.List) - 1 
Fork= I+ 1 To UBound(LstBx_scadates.List) 
IfLstBx_scadates.List(l) > LstBx_scadates.List(k) Then 
v = LstBx_scadates.List(l) 
LstBx _ scadates.List(l) = LstBx _scadates.List(k) 





Private Sub LstBx _ scadates _ Click() 
SCASelectDate = SCASelectDate + 1 
IfSCASelectDate = 1 Then TxtBx_firstline.Value = LstBx_scadates.Value 
IfSCASelectDate = 2 Then TxtBx_secondline.Value = LstBx_scadates.Value 
If SCASelectDate > 2 Then MsgBox ("You have already selected two shorelines. Please choose 
either 'Submit' or 'Clear'.") 
End Sub 
Private Sub CrnndBtn_clear_Click() 
TxtBx firstline.Value = "" 
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TxtBx secondline.Value = "" 
SCASelectDate = 0 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmndBtn_cancel_Click() 
TxtBx firstline.Value = "" 
TxtBx secondline.Value = "" 
SCASelectDate = 0 
UsrFrm scaselectdate.Hide 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmndBtn_submit_Click() 
'select the two shorelines, using attribute query 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocurnent 
Dim pMap As !Map 
Dim pActiveView As IActiveView 
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Dim pFeatureSelection As IFeatureSelection 
Dim pQueryFilter As IQueryFilter 
Set pMxDoc = Application.Document 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
Set pActive View = pMap 
'select the features from the 1st layer 
If Not TypeOfpMap.Layer(0) Is IFeatureLayer Then 
MsgBox ("You do not have a shoreline database shapefile as your first layer.") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Set pFeatureLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
Set pFeatureSelection = pFeatureLayer 'QI 
'split the text box values into seperate year, month, and day values and create the query filter 
Dim year! As String 
Dim year2 As String 
Dim month! As String 
Dim month2 As String 
Dim day 1 As String 
Dim day2 As String 
Dim queryshorelines As String 
year! = Left{TxtBx_firstline.Value, 4) 
month! = Mid{TxtBx_firstline.Value, 6, 2) 
dayl = Right{TxtBx_firstline.Value, 2) 
year2 = Left(TxtBx_secondline.Value, 4) 
month2 = Mid{TxtBx_secondline.Value, 6, 2) 
day2 = Right(TxtBx_secondline.Value, 2) 
queryshorelines = "(YEAR=" & year! & "AND MONTH=" & month! & "AND DAY=" & day! 
& ") or (YEAR= " & year2 & " AND MONTH = " & month2 & " AND DAY= " & day2 & ")" 
Set pQueryFilter = New QueryFilter 
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pQueryFilter.WhereClause = queryshorelines 
'Invalidate only the selection cache 
'Flag the original selection 
pActiveView.PartialRefresh esriViewGeoSelection, Nothing, Nothing 
'Perform the selection • 
pFeatureSelection.SelectFeatures pQueryFilter, esriSelectionResultNew, False 
'Flag the new selection 
pActiveView.PartialRefresh esriViewGeoSelection, Nothing, Nothing 
Call CmndBtn cancel Click - -
UsrFrm scaextent.Show 
End Sub 
Form: UsrFrm scaextent 
Code behind U srFrm scaextent: 
'global variable 
Dim SCAExtent As Integer 




Private Sub OptnBtn _ full extent_ Click() 
SCAExtent = 1 
End Sub 
Private Sub OptnBtn_ displayextent_ Click() 
SCAExtent = 2 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmndBtn _ extentset_ Click() 
MsgBox ("The results from this analysis are not intended to be used for decision - making purposes. 
Any extreme erosion or accretion rates should be examined by a professional coastal geologist.") 
'checking for extent 
If SCAExtent <> 1 And SCAExtent <> 2 Then 




'start the edit session for the point file 
Dim pUID As New UID 
pUID.Value = "esricore.Editor" 
Dim pEditor As !Editor 
Set pEditor = Application.FindExtensionByCLSID(pUID) 
If pEditor.EditState = esriStateEditing Then 
Debug.Print "already editing" 
Else 
IfpEditor.EditState = esriStateNotEditing Then 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pFLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Set pFLayer = pMxDoc.FocusMap.Layer(l) 
Dim pDS As !Dataset 
Set pDS = pFLayer.FeatureClass 
pEditor.StartEditing pDS. Workspace 
Else 
Debug.Print "editing is unfocused" 
End If 
End If 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Dim pFeatureSelection As IFeatureSelection 
Dim pEnumFeature As IEnumFeature 
Dim pEnumFeatureSetup As IEnumFeatureSetup 
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Dim pFeature_linel As !Feature 
Dim pFeature_line2 As !Feature 
Set pMxDoc = Application.Document 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
Dim pLayers As IEnumLayer 
Dim pLayer As !Layer 
'Line shapefile is the first in the TOC, get both selected shorelines, and determine which is first 
Set pFeatureLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
Set pFeatureSelection = pFeatureLayer 
Set pEnumFeature = pMap.FeatureSelection 
Set pEnumFeatureSetup = pEnumFeature 
pEnumFeatureSetup.AIIFields = True 
Set pFeature_linel = pEnumFeature.Next 
Set pFeature_line2 = pEnumFeature.Next 
Dim pSelectionSet As ISelectionSet 
Set pFeatureSelection = pFeatureLayer 
Set pSelectionSet = pFeatureSelection.SelectionSet 
Dim pRow As IRow 
Dim pCur As !Cursor 
pSelectionSet.Search Nothing, False, pCur 
Dim year 1 As Integer 
Dim year2 As Integer 
Dim month! As Integer 
Dim month2 As Integer 
Dim day 1 As Integer 
Dim day2 As Integer 
Set pRow = pCur.NextRow 
year!= pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("YEAR")) 
month!= pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("MONTH")) 
day! = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("DAY")) 
Set pRow = pCur.NextRow 
year2 = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField{"YEAR")) 
month2 = pRow. Value(pRow .Fields.FindField("MONTH")) 
day2 = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField{"DAY")) 
'************************************ 
'dims for point shapefile and assigning shoreline change amounts 
Dim pFeat As !Feature 
Dim pFC As IFeatureClass 
Dim pTable As ITable 
Dim count As Integer 
Dim pCursor As !Cursor 
Dim pFeature As !Feature 
Dim FeatureCount As Long 
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Dim maxval As Long 
Dim azi As Double 
Dim pi As Double 
Dim ppt As !Point 
Dim ppt_ new As !Point 
Dim ppt_intersect As !Point 
Dim line As !Polyline 
Dim lenght As Double 
Dim pProxOp As IProximityOperator 
Dim pGeom As !Geometry 
Dim pGeoml As !Geometry 
Dim pGeomColl As IGeometryCollection 
Dim pTopoOptr As ITopologicalOperator 
Dim shorelinechange As Double 
'test for which line is first in time 
Dim test As Integer 
If year 1 < year2 Then test = 1 
Ifyearl > year2 Then test= 2 
If yearl = year2 Then 
Ifmonthl < month2 Then test= 1 
Ifmonthl > month2 Then test= 2 
Ifmonthl = month2 Then 
If day 1 < day2 Then test = 1 
If day 1 > day2 Then test = 2 





'if the first selected shoreline in the table is the most past line then************** 
'********************************************************************************** 
**** 
If test = 1 Then 
Set pFLayer = pMap.Layer(l) 
Set pFC = pFLayer.FeatureClass 
Set pTable = pFC 
Set pCursor = pTable.Update(Nothing, False) 
Set pRow = pCursor.NextRow 
FeatureCount = pFC.FeatureCount(Nothing) 
maxval = FeatureCount 
pi=4*Atn(l) 
Length = 1000000 
'loop through the point shapefile for the first line 
For i = 0 To maxval - 3 
Set pFeat = pFC.GetFeature(i) 
Set pRow = pTable.GetRow(i) 
'get the azimuth values from the attribute table 
azi = pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("scaorth")) 
azi = azi *pi/ 180 
Set ppt = pFeat.Shape 
Set ppt_new = New Point 
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ppt_new.x = ppt.x + (Sin(azi) * Length) 
ppt_new.Y = ppt.Y + (Cos(azi) * Length) 
Set line= New Polyline 
line.FromPoint = ppt 
line.ToPoint = ppt_new 
Set pTopoOptr = line 
Set pGeomColl = pTopoOptr.Intersect(pFeature_linel .Shape, esriGeometry0Dimension) 
'lfno intersection points, write -99999 in the "distance!" field 
lfpGeomColl.GeometryCount = 0 Then 
dDist = -99999 
Else 
' first point in pgeomcoll is the closest 
'Create a new point features at each intersection 
Set ppt_intersect = pGeomColl.Geometry(0) 
Set pGeom l = ppt 
Set pGeom = ppt_intersect 
Set pProxOp = pGeom 
'Find the Distance 
dDist = pProxOp.ReturnDistance(pGeoml) 
End If 
'writes the result in the field "distance" in the point shapefile 
pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("distancel ")) = dDist 
pRow.Store 
Set pRow = pCursor.NextRow 
Next i 
'loop through the point shapefile for the second line 
For i = 0 To maxval - 3 
Set pFeat = pFC.GetFeature(i) 
Set pRow = pTable.GetRow(i) 
'get the azimuth values from the attribute table 
azi = pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("scaorth")) 
azi = azi * pi / 180 
Set ppt = pFeat.Shape 
Set ppt_new = New Point 
ppt_new.x = ppt.x + (Sin(azi) * Length) 
ppt_new.Y = ppt.Y + (Cos(azi) * Length) 
Set line = New Polyline 
line.FromPoint = ppt 
line. ToPoint = ppt_ new 
Set pTopoOptr = line 
Set pGeomColl = pTopoOptr.Intersect(pFeature_line2.Shape, esriGeometry0Dimension) 
'If no intersection points, write -99999 in the "distance2" field 
If pGeomColl.GeometryCount = 0 Then 
dDist = -99999 
Else 
' first point in pgeomcoll is the closest 
'Create a new point features at each intersection 
Set ppt_intersect = pGeomColl.Geometry(0) 
Set pGeom l = ppt 
Set pGeom = ppt_intersect 
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Set pProxOp = pGeom 
'Find the Distance 
dDist = pProxOp.ReturnDistance(pGeom I) 
End If 
'writes the result in the field "distance!" in the point shapefile 
pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("distance2")) = dDist 
pRow.Store 
'calculate the difference 
IfpRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distancel ")) <> -99999 And 
pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distance2")) <> -99999 Then shorelinechange = 
pRow. Value(pRow .Fields.FindField("distancel ")) - pRow. Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distance2 ")) 
IfpRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distancel ")) = -99999 Or 
pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distance2")) = -99999 Then shorelinechange = -99999 
pRow. Value(pTable.FindField("change")) = shorelinechange 
pRow.Store 
'if the extent is only for the display, then outside dispaly, change= -99999 
Dim pExt As !Envelope 
Dim pActiveView As IActiveView 
Set pActiveView = pMxDoc.ActiveView 
Set pExt = pActive View.Extent 
If SCAExtent = 2 Then 
If pRow. Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("northing")) > pExt. Upper Left. Y Or 
pRow .Value(pRow .Fields.FindField("northing")) < pExt.LowerLeft. Y Then 









'if the first selected shoreline in the table is the most recent line then****************** 
'********************************************************************************** 
**** 
If test = 2 Then 
Set pFLayer = pMap.Layer(l) 
Set pFC = pFLayer.FeatureClass 
Set pTable = pFC 
Set pCursor = pTable.Update(Nothing, False) 
Set pRow = pCursor.NextRow 
FeatureCount = pFC.FeatureCount(Nothing) 
maxval = FeatureCount 
pi=4*Atn(l) 
Length = 1000000 
'loop through the point shapefile for the first line 
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For i = 0 To maxval - 3 
Set pFeat = pFC.GetFeature(i) 
Set pRow = pTable.GetRow(i) 
'get the azimuth values from the attribute table 
azi = pRow. Value(pTable.FindField("scaorth")) 
azi = azi * pi / 180 
Set ppt = pFeat.Shape 
Set ppt_new = New Point 
ppt_new.x = ppt.x + (Sin(azi) * Length) 
ppt_new.Y = ppt.Y + (Cos(azi) * Length) 
Set line = New Polyline 
line.FromPoint = ppt 
line.ToPoint = ppt_new 
Set pTopoOptr = line 
Set pGeomColl = pTopoOptr.Intersect(pFeature_linel.Shape, esriGeometry0Dimension) 
'Ifno intersection points, write -99999 in the "distance2" field 
_ IfpGeomColl.GeometryCount = 0 Then 
dDist = -99999 
Else 
' first point in pgeomcoll is the closest 
'Create a new point features at each intersection 
Set ppt_intersect = pGeomColl.Geometry(0) 
Set pGeom I = ppt 
Set pGeom = ppt_intersect 
Set pProxOp = pGeom 
'Find the Distance 
dDist = pProxOp.ReturnDistance(pGeoml) 
End If 
'writes the result in the field "distance2" in the point shapefile 
pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("distance2")) = dDist 
pRow.Store 
Set pRow = pCursor.NextRow 
Next i 
'loop through the point shapefile for the second line 
For i = 0 To maxval - 3 
Set pFeat = pFC.GetFeature(i) 
Set pRow = pTable.GetRow(i) 
'get the azimuth values from the attribute table 
azi = pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("scaorth")) 
azi = azi * pi / I 80 
Set ppt = pFeat.Shape 
Set ppt_new = New Point 
ppt_new.x = ppt.x + (Sin(azi) * Length) 
ppt_new.Y = ppt.Y + (Cos(azi) * Length) 
Set line= New Polyline 
line.FromPoint = ppt 
line.ToPoint = ppt_new 
Set pTopoOptr = line 
Set pGeomColl = pTopoOptr.Intersect(pFeature_line2.Shape, esriGeometry0Dimension) 
'Ifno intersection points, write -99999 in the "distance!" field 
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-
IfpGeomColl.GeometryCount= 0 Then 
dDist = -99999 
Else 
' first point in pgeomcoll is the closest 
'Create a new point features at each intersection 
Set ppt_intersect = pGeomColl.Geometry(0) 
Set pGeom I = ppt 
Set pGeom = ppt_intersect 
Set pProxOp = pGeom 
'Find the Distance 
dDist = pProxOp.ReturnDistance(pGeom 1) 
End If 
'writes the result in the field "distance!" in the point shapefile 
pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("distancel ")) = dDist 
pRow.Store 
'calculate the difference 
IfpRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distancel ")) <> -99999 And 
pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distance2")) <> -99999 Then shorelinechange = 
pRow .Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distance l ")) - pRow.Value(pRow .Fields.FindField("distance2 ")) 
IfpRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distancel ")) = -99999 Or 
pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("distance2")) = -99999 Then shorelinechange = -99999 
pRow.Value(pTable.FindField("change")) = shorelinechange 
pRow.Store 
'if the extent is only for the display, then outside dispaly, change= -99999 
Set pActiveView = pMxDoc.ActiveView 
Set pExt =c pActiveView.Extent 
If SCAExtent = 2 Then 
If pRow. Value(pRow .Fields.FindField("northing")) > pExt. Upper Left. Y Or 
pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("northing")) < pExt.LowerLeft.Y Then 




Set pRow = pCursor.NextRow 
Nexti 
End If 
'end the edit session, and save edits 
pUID.Value = "esricore.Editor" 
Set pEditor = Application.FindExtensionByCLSID(pUID) 
Set pFLayer = pMxDoc.FocusMap.Layer(l) 
Set pDS = pFLayer.FeatureClass 
pEditor.StopEditing (True) 
'reselect the shorelines 
Dim pQueryFilter As IQueryFilter 
Dim queryshorelines As String 
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Set pActiveView = pMap 
queryshorelines = "(YEAR=" & yearl & "AND MONTH=" & monthl & "AND DAY=" & dayl 
& ") or (YEAR= " & year2 & " AND MONTH= " & month2 & " AND DAY= " & day2 & ")" 
Set pQueryFilter = New QueryFilter 
pQueryFilter.WhereClause = queryshorelines 
'Invalidate only the selection cache 
'Flag the original selection 
pActiveView.PartialRefresh esriViewGeoSelection, Nothing, Nothing 
'Perform the selection 
pFeatureSelection.SelectFeatures pQueryFilter, esriSelectionResultNew, False 
'Flag the new selection 
pActiveView.PartialRefresh esriViewGeoSelection, Nothing, Nothing 
'select all points with valid change calculations ( <> -99999) 
Dim PointFeatSel As IFeatureSelection 
Dim PointQF As IQueryFilter 
Dim pointselection As String 
Set PointQF = New QueryFilter 
Set PointFeatSel = pMxDoc.FocusMap.Layer(l) 
pointselection = "(change<> -99999)" 
PointQF.WhereClause = pointselection 
pActiveView.PartialRefresh esriViewGeoSelection, Nothing, Nothing 
PointFeatSel.SelectFeatures PointQF, esriSelectionResultNew, False 





Form: UsrFrm scaresults 
Code behind UsrFrm scaresults: 
'some of this code is based on the script 'Simple Column Chart' found on 
http://arcobjectsonline.esri.com 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
Dim pDoc As IMx.Document 
Set pDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Set pMap = pDoc.FocusMap 
'find the point layer, which is the second layer 
Dim pLayer As !Layer 'point layer 
Dim !Layer As !Layer 'shoreline layer 
Dim pFeatLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Set pLayer = pMap.Layer( I) 
Set !Layer= pMap.Layer(O) 
Set pFeatLayer = pLayer 
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'get the statistics from the change field 
Dim pFeatClass As IFeatureClass 
Dim pTable As !Table 
Dim pDataSet As !Dataset 
Dim FieldName As String 
Dim pWF As IQueryFilter 
Dim pFeatureSelection As IFeatureSelection 
Set pFeatClass = pFeatLayer.FeatureClass 
Dim pCursor As !Cursor 
Set pFeatureSelection = pFeatLayer 
Set pTable = pFeatClass 
Dim pDataStats As IDataStatistics 
Set pDataStats = New DataStatistics 
pFeatureSelection.SelectionSet.Search Nothing, False, pCursor 
Dim pStats As IStatisticsResults 
With pDataStats 
Set .Cursor= pCursor 
.Field = "change" 
Set pStats = .Statistics 
End With 
Dim min As Double 
Dim max As Double 
Dim ave As Double 
Dim stddev As Double 
min= pDataStats.Statistics.Minimum 
max = pDataStats.Statistics.Maximum 
ave= pDataStats.Statistics.Mean 
stddev = pDataStats.Statistics.StandardDeviation 
'add the statiscs to the listbox on the form 
Dim min_results As String 
Dim max _results As String 
Dim ave _results As String 
Dim stddev _results As String 
Dim space As String 
space="" 
min results = "Maximum erosion = " & min 
max results = "Maximum accretion = " & max 
ave _results = "Average amount of change= " & ave 
stddev _results = "Standard Deviation of change= " & stddev 
LstBx _results.Addltem space 
LstBx _results.Addltem "Negative numbers indicate amount of change landward ( erosion), while" 
LstBx_results.Addltem "positive numbers indicate change seaward (accretion). All values are" 
LstBx results.Addltem "recorded in meters." 
LstBx _results.Addltem space 
LstBx _results.Addltem min _results 
LstBx _results.Addltem space 
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LstBx results.Addltem max results - -
LstBx _results.Addltem space 
LstBx results.Addltem ave results - -
LstBx _results.Addltem space 
LstBx _results.Addltem stddev _results 
'add the dates calculated between 
Dim pEnumFeature As IEnumFeature 
Dim pEnumFeatureSetup As IEnumFeatureSetup 
Dim pFeature_linel As !Feature 
Dim pFeature_line2 As !Feature 
Set IFeatureSelection = lLayer 
Set pEnumFeature = pMap.FeatureSelection 
Set pEnumFeatureSetup = pEnumFeature 
pEnumFeatureSetup.AllFields = True 
Set pFeature_linel = pEnumFeature.Next 
Set pFeature_line2 = pEnumFeature.Next 
Dim pSelectionSet As ISelectionSet 
Set pFeatureSelection = ILayer 
Set pSelectionSet = pFeatureSelection.SelectionSet 
Dim pRow As !Row 
Dim pCur As !Cursor 
pSelectionSet.Search Nothing, False, pCur 
Dim yearl As Integer 
Dim year2 As Integer 
Dim month l As Integer 
Dim month2 As Integer 
Dim day 1 As Integer 
Dim day2 As Integer 
Set pRow = pCur.NextRow 
yearl = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("YEAR")) 
monthl = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("MONTH")) 
dayl = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("DA Y")) 
Set pRow = pCur.NextRow 
year2 = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("YEAR")) 
month2 = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("MONTH")) 
lfLen(month2) = 1 Then month2 = "0" & month2 
day2 = pRow.Value(pRow.Fields.FindField("DAY")) 
lfLen(day2) = 1 Then day2 = "0" & day2 
'test for which line is first in time 
Dim test As Integer 
If year 1 < year2 Then test = 1 
If yearl > year2 Then test = 2 
lfyearl = year2 Then 
If month I < month2 Then test = 1 
If month 1 > month2 Then test = 2 
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If month 1 = month2 Then 
If dayl < day2 Then test= 1 
If day 1 > day2 Then test = 2 
If day 1 = day2 Then test = 1 
End If 
End If 
Dim datel As String 
Dim date2 As String 
Dim datestatement As String 
'test for months or days having only one digit, if so, add a O in front 
• Ifmonthl > 9 And dayl > 9 Then datel = yearl & "/" & monthl & "/" & dayl 
Ifmonthl < 10 And dayl < 10 Then datel = yearl & "/" & "O" & month! & 11/ 11 & "011 & dayl 
If month I< 10 And dayl > 9 Then datel = yearl & 11/ 11 & "011 & monthl & 11/ 11 & dayl 
If dayl < 10 And monthl > 9 Then datel = yearl & 11/ 11 & monthl & 11/ 11 & "011 & dayl 
If month2 > 9 And day2 > 9 Then date2 = year2 & 11/ 11 & month2 & 11/ 11 & day2 
Ifmonth2 < 10 And day2 < 10 Then date2 = year2 & 11/ 11 & "O" & month2 & 11/ 11 & "O" & day2 
Ifmonth2 < 10 And day2 > 9 Then date2 = year2 & "/" & 11011 & month2 & 11/ 11 & day2 
If day2 < 10 And month2 > 9 Then date2 = year2 & 11/ 11 & month2 & 11/ 11 & "011 & day2 
If test= 1 Then datestatement = "Change rates calculated for shorelines collected on 11 & datel & 11 
and " & date2 & 11• 11 
If test = 2 Then datestatement = "Change rates calculated for shorelines collected on " & date2 & 11 
and 11 & date 1 & 11• 11 
LstBx _ results.Addltem space 
LstBx_results.Addltem space 
LstBx results.Additem datestatement 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmndBtn_okay_Click() 
UsrFrm scaresults.Hide 
End Sub 
B-2. Lidar topographic survey tools 
Lidar Legends 
Menu button, containing buttons 'lidar_low' and 'lidar_high'. 
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Code behind the buttons: 
'some of this code is based on the script 'Using RasterClassifyColorRampRenderer' found on 
http://arcobjectsonline.esri.com 
Private Sub lidarlow _ Click() 
'Get the Map 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
' Get the raster from the first layer in ArcMap 
Dim pLayer As !Layer 
Set pLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
If Not TypeOfpLayer Is IRasterLayer Then 
MsgBox ("You have not selected a raster image. Please load a lidar survey and place it at the top 
of your themes.") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Dim pRLayer As IRasterLayer 
Set pRLayer = pLayer 
Dim pGeoDs As IGeoDataset 
Set pGeoDs = pRLayer.Raster 
' Create classify renderer and QI RasterRenderer interface 
Dim pClassRen As IRasterClassifyColorRampRenderer 
Set pClassRen = New RasterClassifyColorRampRenderer 
Dim pRasRen As IRasterRenderer 
Set pRasRen = pClassRen 
' set raster for the render and update 
Dim pRaster As !Raster 
Set pRaster = pRLayer.Raster 
Set pRasRen.Raster = pRaster 
pClassRen.ClassCount = 26 
pRasRen. Update 
' setting break numbers and class labels 
pClassRen.Break(0) = -1000 
pClassRen.Label(0) = "-500 - -250" 
pClassRen.Break(l) = -250 
pClassRen.Label(l) = "-249 - -100" 
pClassRen.Break(2) = -100 
pClassRen.Label(2) = "-99 - -50" 
pClassRen.Break(3) = -50 
pClassRen.Label(3) = "-49 - 0" 
pClassRen.Break(4) = 0 
pClassRen.Label(4) = "l - 30" 
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pClassRen.Break(5) = 30 
pClassRen.Label(5) = "31 - 60" 
pClassRen.Break(6) = 60 
pClassRen.Label(6) = "61 - 100" 
pClassRen.Break(7) = 100 
pClassRen.Label(7) = "101 - 125" 
pClassRen.Break(8) = 125 
pClassRen.Label(8) = "126 - 150" 
pClassRen.Break(9) = 150 
pClassRen.Label(9) = "151 - 17 5" 
pClassRen.Break(l0) = 175 
pClassRen.Label(l 0) = "176 - 200" 
pClassRen.Break(l l) = 200 
pClassRen.Label(l l) = "201 - 225" 
pClassRen.Break(l2) = 225 
pClassRen.Label(l2) = "226 - 250" 
pClassRen.Break(l3) = 250 
pClassRen.Label(l3) = "251 - 275" 
pClassRen.Break(l4) = 275 
pClassRen.Label(l4) = "276 - 300" 
pClassRen.Break(l5) = 300 
pClassRen.Label(l5) = "301 - 400" 
pClassRen.Break( 16) = 400 
pClassRen.Label(l6) = "401 - 500" 
pClassRen.Break(l 7) = 500 
pClassRen.Label(l 7) = "501 - 600" 
pClassRen.Break(l8) = 600 
pClassRen.Label(l8) = "601 - 700" 
pClassRen.Break(l9) = 700 
pClassRen.Label(l 9) = "701 - 800" 
pClassRen.Break(20) = 800 
pClassRen.Label(20) = "801 - 900" 
pClassRen.Break(2 l) = 900 
pClassRen.Label(21) = "901 - 1,000" 
pClassRen.Break(22) = 1000 
pClassRen.Label(22) = "1,001 - 1,500" 
pClassRen.Break(23) = 1500 
pClassRen.Label(23) = "1,501 - 2,000" 
pClassRen.Break(24) = 2000 
pClassRen.Label(24) = "2,001 - 2,500" 
pClassRen.Break(25) = 2500 
pClassRen.Label(25) = "> 2,500" 
pRasRen. Update 
' making symbol colors 
Dim pcolorl As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor2 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor3 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor4 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor5 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor6 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor7 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor8 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor9 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl 0 As IRgbColor 
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Dim pcolorl I As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl2 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl3 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl4 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl5 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl6 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl 7 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl8 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl9 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor20 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor2 l As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor22 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor23 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor24 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor25 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor26 As IRgbColor 
Set pcolorl = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor2 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor3 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor4 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor5 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor6 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor7 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor8 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor9 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorlO = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl 1 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor12 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl3 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl4 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor15 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor16 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl 7 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl8 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl9 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor20 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor21 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor22 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor23 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor24 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor25 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor26 = New RgbColor 
pcolorl.RGB = RGB(O, 38, 115) 
pcolor2.RGB = RGB(O, 92, 230) 
pcolor3.RGB = RGB(O, 197,255) 
pcolor4.RGB = RGB(l 90, 232, 255) 
pcolor5.RGB=RGB(l94, 177,174) 
pcolor6.RGB = RGB(245, 225, 188) 
pcolor7.RGB = RGB(250, 221, 162) 
pcolor8.RGB = RGB(245, 204, 122) 
pcolor9.RGB = RGB(240, 189, 86) 
pcolorl O.RGB = RGB(235, 174, 52) 
pcolorl 1.RGB = RGB(230, 158, 16) 
pcolorl2.RGB = RGB(l51, 199, 74) 
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pcolorl3.RGB = RGB(I 15, 171, 48) 
pcolorl4.RGB = RGB(83, 143, 27) 
pcolorl5.RGB = RGB(55, 115, 11) 
pcolor16.RGB = RGB(29, 87, 0) 
pcolorl 7.RGB = RGB(l43, 99, 59) 
pcolorl8.RGB = RGB(l48, 83, 46) 
pcolorl9.RGB = RGB(l56, 61, 33) 
pcolor20.RGB = RGB(l61, 34, 18) 
pcolor21.RGB = RGB(l68, 0, 0) 
pcolor22.RGB = RGB(l35, 27, 27) 
pcolor23.RGB = RGB(102, 41, 41) 
pcolor24.RGB = RGB(66, 40, 40) 
pcolor25.RGB = RGB(33, 27, 27) 
pcolor26.RGB = RGB(0, 0, 0) 
' seting symbols for each class 
Dim pFSymbol As ISimpleFillSymbol 
Set pFSymbol = New SimpleFillSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 
pClassRen.Symbol(0) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor2 
pClassRen.Symbol(l) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor3 
pClassRen.Symbol(2) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor4 
pClassRen.Symbol(3) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor5 
pClassRen.Symbol(4) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor6 
pClassRen.Symbol(5) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor7 
pC!assRen.Symbol(6) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor8 
pClassRen.Symbol(7) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor9 
pClassRen.Symbol(8) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl0 
pClassRen.Symbol(9) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 1 
pClassRen.Symbol(I0) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor12 
pClassRen.Symbol(l l) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl3 
pClassRen.Symbol(l2) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl4 
pClassRen.Symbol(l3) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl5 
pCiassRen.Symbol(l4) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl6 
pCiassRen.Symbol( 15) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 7 
pClassRen.Symbol(l6) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 8 
pClassRen.Symbol(l 7) = pFSymbol 
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pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 9 
pC!assRen.Symbol(l8) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor20 
pClassRen.Symbol(l9) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor21 
pClassRen.Symbol(20) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor22 
pClassRen.Symbol(2 l) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor23 
pClassRen.Symbol(22) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor24 
pClassRen.Symbol(23) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor25 
pClassRen.Symbol(24) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor26 
pClassRen.Symbol(25) = pFSymbol 
' update the renderer and plug into layer 
pRasRen. Update 
Set pRLayer.Renderer = pClassRen 
pMxDoc.Active View .Refresh 
pMxDoc. UpdateContents 
End Sub 
Private Sub lidarhigh _ Click() 
'Get the Map 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
' Get the raster from the first layer in ArcMap 
Dim pLayer As ILayer 
Set pLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
If Not TypeOfpLayer Is IRasterLayer Then 




Dim pRLayer As IRasterLayer 
Set pRLayer = pLayer 
Dim pGeoDs As IGeoDataset 
Set pGeoDs = pRLayer.Raster 
'Create classify renderer and QI RasterRenderer interface 
Dim pClassRen As IRasterClassifyColorRampRenderer 
Set pClassRen = New RasterClassifyColorRampRenderer 
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Dim pRasRen As IRasterRenderer 
Set pRasRen = pClassRen 
' set raster for the render and update 
Dim pRaster As !Raster 
Set pRaster = pRLayer.Raster 
Set pRasRen.Raster = pRaster 
pClassRen.ClassCount = 26 
pRasRen.Update 
' setting break numbers and class labels 
pClassRen.Break(O) = -I 000 
pClassRen.Label(O) = "-500 - -250" 
pClassRen.Break(l) = -250 
pClassRen.Label(l) = "-249 - -100" 
pClassRen.Break(2) = -100 
pClassRen.Label(2) = "-99 - -50" 
pC!assRen.Break(3) = -50 
pClassRen.Label(3) = "-49 - 0" 
pClassRen.Break(4) = 0 
pClassRen.Label(4) = "I - 30" 
pClassRen.Break(5) = 30 
pClassRen.Label(5) = "30 - 60" 
pClassRen.Break(6) = 60 
pClassRen.Label(6) = "61 - 100" 
pClassRen.Break(7) = 100 
pClassRen.Label(7) = "101 - 125" 
pClassRen.Break(8) = 125 
pClassRen.Label(8) = "126 - 150" 
pClassRen.Break(9) = 150 
pC!assRen.Label(9) = "151 - 175" 
pClassRen.Break(l0) = 175 
pClassRen.Label(I0) = "176 - 200" 
pClassRen.Break( 11) = 200 
pClassRen.Label(l l) = "201 - 225" 
pC!assRen.Break(l2) = 225 
pC!assRen.Label(l2) = "226 - 250" 
pC!assRen.Break(l3) = 250 
pClassRen.Label(13) = "251 - 275" 
pClassRen.Break(l4) = 275 
pClassRen.Label{l4) = "276 - 300" 
pClassRen.Break{l5) = 300 
pClassRen.Label{l5) = "301 - 400" 
pC!assRen.Break(l6) = 400 
pClassRen.Label(l6) = "401 - 500" 
pClassRen.Break( 17) = 500 
pClassRen.Label{l 7) = "501 - 750" 
pClassRen.Break{l8) = 750 
pC!assRen.Label(l8) = "751 - 1,000" 
pClassRen.Break{l 9) = 1000 
pClassRen.Label(l9) = "1,001 - 1,500" 
pC!assRen.Break(20) = 1500 
pClassRen.Label(20) = "1,501 - 2,000" 
pClassRen.Break(2 l) = 2000 
pClassRen.Label(2 l) = "2,001 - 2,500" 
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pClassRen.Break(22) = 2500 
pClassRen.Label(22) = "2,501- 3,000" 
pClassRen.Break(23) = 3000 
pClassRen.Label(23) = "3,001 - 4,000" 
pClassRen.Break(24) = 4000 
pClassRen.Label(24) = "4,001 - 5,000" 
pClassRen.Break(25) = 5000 
pClassRen.Label(25) = "> 5,000" 
pRasRen. Update 
' making symbol colors 
Dim pcolorl As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor2 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor3 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor4 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor5 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor6 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor7 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor8 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor9 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor IO As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl 1 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor12 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor13 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor14 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor15 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor16 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolorl 7 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor18 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor19 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor20 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor21 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor22 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor23 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor24 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor25 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor26 As IRgbColor 
Set pcolorl = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor2 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor3 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor4 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor5 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor6 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor7 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor8 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor9 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl O = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl 1 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor12 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor13 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor14 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor15 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor 16 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolorl 7 = New RgbColor 
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Set pcolorl8 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor 19 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor20 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor21 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor22 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor23 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor24 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor25 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor26 = New RgbColor 
pcolorl.RGB = RGB(0, 38, 115) 
pcolor2.RGB = RGB(0, 92, 230) 
pcolor3.RGB = RGB(0, 197,255) 
pcolor4.RGB = RGB(l 90, 232, 255) 
pcolor5.RGB = RGB(l 94, 177, 174) 
pcolor6.RGB = RGB(245, 225, 188) 
pcolor7.RGB = RGB(250, 221, 162) 
pcolor8.RGB = RGB(245, 204, 122) 
pcolor9.RGB = RGB(240, 189, 86) 
pcolorl0.RGB = RGB(235, 174, 52) 
pcolorl l.RGB = RGB(230, 158, 16) 
pcolor12.RGB = RGB(l68, 212, 87) 
pcolor13.RGB = RGB(l34, 186, 61) 
pcolor14.RGB = RGB(lO0, 158, 38) 
pcolorl5.RGB = RGB(71, 133, 21) 
pcolor16.RGB = RGB(45, 105, 7) 
pcolorl 7.RGB = RGB(l43, 99, 59) 
pcolor18.RGB = RGB(l48, 83, 46) 
pcolorl9.RGB = RGB(l56, 61, 33) 
pcolor20.RGB = RGB(l6l, 34, 18) 
pcolor2 l.RGB = RGB(l 68, 0, 0) 
pcolor22.RGB = RGB(l35, 27, 27) 
pcolor23.RGB = RGB(l02, 41, 41) 
pcolor24.RGB = RGB(66, 40, 40) 
pcolor25.RGB = RGB(33, 27, 27) 
pcolor26.RGB = RGB(0, 0, 0) 
' seting symbols for each class 
Dim pFSymbol As ISimpleFillSymbol . 
Set pFSymbol = New SimpleFillSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 
pClassRen.Symbol(0) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor2 
pClassRen.Symbol(l) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor3 
pClassRen.Symbol(2) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor4 
pClassRen.Symbol(3) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor5 
pClassRen.Symbol(4) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor6 
pC!assRen.Symbol(5) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor7 
pC!assRen.Symbol(6) = pFSymbol 
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pFSymbol.Color = pcolor8 
pClassRen.Symbol(7) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor9 
pClassRen.Symbol(8) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorlO 
pClassRen.Symbol(9) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 1 
pClassRen.Symbol(l 0) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor12 
pClassRen.Symbol(l 1) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor13 
pClassRen.Symbol(l2) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor14 
pClassRen.Symbol(l3) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor15 
pClassRen.Symbol(l4) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor16 
pClassRen.Symbol( 15) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 7 
pClassRen.Symbol(16) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor18 
pClassRen.Symbol(l 7) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 9 
pClassRen.Symbol(l8) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor20 
pC!assRen.Symbol(l9) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor21 
pClassRen.Symbol(20) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor22 
pClassRen.Symbol(21) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor23 
pC!assRen.Symbol(22) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor24 
. pClassRen.Symbol(23) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor25 
pClassRen.Symbol(24) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor26 
pClassRen.Symbol(25) = pFSymbol 
' update the renderer and plug into layer 
pRasRen. Update 





Get elevations for other datasets 
Menu button, containing 'point_overlay' and 'Zonal Statistics' buttons. The 'Zonal 
Statistics' button (here called 'Polygon Elevation Statistics') is a button conatined in 
the Spatial Analyst extension to ArcMap 8.3. It was copied and placed into the 
Coastal GeoToolbox. 
Code for the 'point_overlay' button (here called 'Point Elevations'): 
'some of this code is based on the script 'Extract Values of a Raster Layer to a Point Shapefile' found 
on http://arcobjectsonline.esri.com 
Private Sub pointoverlay _ Click() 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Dim pFieldEdit As IFieldEdit 
Dim pFeatureCursor As IFeatureCursor 
Dim pFeature As IFeature 
Dim pPoint As !Point 
Dim pinFeatureClass As IFeatureClass 
Dim sFieldName As String 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Dim plnRaster As !Raster 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Set pFeatureLayer = pMxDoc.FocusMap.Layer(O) 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
'add centimeters field 
Set pFieldEdit = New Field 
pFieldEdit.Name = "elev_cm" 
pFieldEdit.Type = esriFieldTypelnteger 
pF eatureLayer.F eatureClass.AddField pFieldEdi t 
Set plnFeatureClass = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass 
'Get field index 
Dim Fieldlndex As Integer 
Fieldlndex = plnFeatureClass.FindField("elev _cm") 
'get lidar layer 
Dim pLid As !Layer 
Set pLid = pMap.Layer(l) 
Dim pLidar As IRasterLayer 
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Set pLidar = pLid 
Dim pGeoDs As IGeoDataset 
Set pGeoDs = pLidar.Raster 
' Create a raster layer and QI for Ildentify interface 
Dim pRLayer As IRasterLayer 
Set pRLayer = New RasterLayer 
pRLayer.CreateFromRaster plnRaster 
Dim pldentify As Ildentify 
Set pidentify = pLidar 
Dim pIDArray As !Array 
Dim pRIDObj As IRasteridentifyObj 
Dim i As Long 
Dim pNewPoint As !Point 
Set pNewPoint = New Point 
'Loop through each point in the feature class and obtain value of the raster on that point 
Dim NumOfRow As Integer 
NumOfRow = plnFeatureClass.FeatureCount(Nothing) 
For i = 0 To NumOfRow - I 
'Get point 
Set pFeature = pinFeatureClass.GetFeature(i) 
Set pPoint = pFeature.Shape 
pNewPoint.x = pPoint.x 
pNewPoint.Y = pPoint.Y 
'Get RasterldentifyObject on that point 
Set pIDArray = pidentify.Identify(pNewPoint) 
If Not pIDArray Is Nothing Then 
Set pRIDObj = pIDArray.Element(0) 
'Get the value of the RasterldentifyObject and add it to the field 
IfpRIDObj.Name <> "NoData" Then 





'add meters field 
Set pFieldEdit = New Field 
pFieldEdit.Name = "elev_m" 
pFieldEdit.Type = esriFieldTypeDouble 
pF eatureLayer .F eatureClass.AddField pFieldEdit 
'Get field index 
Dim metersFI As Integer 
metersFI = plnFeatureC!ass.FindField("elev _m") 
'Loop through each point in the feature class and add value of elevation in meters 
Dim NumOfRow2 As Integer 
NumOfRow2 = plnFeatureClass.FeatureCount(Nothing) 
For i = 0 To NumOfR.ow2 - l 
'Get point 
Set pFeature = pinFeatureC!ass.GetFeature(i) 





Spatial Analyst Functions 
Menu button, containing 'Create Contour Lines' and 'Create Slope Map' buttons. 
These buttons are both contained in the 'Spatial Analyst' extension for ArcMap 8.3. 
They were simply copied and pasted into the Coastal GeoToolbox toolbar. 
Topgraphic Change Analysis 
Button (topo_change) image on the desktop. 
Code behind the button: 
Private Sub topo _change_ Click() 
'some of this code is based on the 'Using RasterMathOps' and 'Using 
RasterC!assifyColorRampRenderer' scripts found on http://www.arcobjectsonline.esri.com 
'Get the Map 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
' Get the raster from the first layer in ArcMap 
Dim pLayer As !Layer 
Set pLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
If Not TypeOfpLayer Is IRasterLayer Then 
MsgBox ("You do not have a valid lidar dataset as your first layer.") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Dim pRLayer As IRasterLayer 
Set pRLayer = pLayer 
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Dim pGeoDs As IGeoDataset 
Set pGeoDs = pRLayer.Raster 
' Get another raster from the second layer in ArcMap 
Dim pLayerl As !Layer 
Set pLayerl = pMap.Layer(l) 
IfNot TypeOfpLayerl Is IRasterLayer Then 
MsgBox ("You do not have a valid lidar dataset as your second layer.") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Dim pGeoDs I As IGeoDataset 
Set pRLayer = pLayer I 
Set pGeoDs I = pRLayer.Raster 
'Create a Spatial operator 
Dim pMathOp As IMathOp 
Set pMathOp = New RasterMathOps 
' Set output workspace 
Dim pEnv As IRasterAnalysisEnvironment 
Set pEnv = pMathOp 
Dim p WS As IW orkspace 
Dim pWSF As IWorkspaceFactory 
Set pWSF = New RasterWorkspaceFactory 
Set pWS = pWSF.OpenFromFile("c:\temp", 0) 
Set pEnv.OutWorkspace = pWS 
' set extent to display 
Dim pExt As !Envelope 
Dim pActiveView As IActiveView 
Set pActive View = pMxDoc.Active View 
pEnv .SetExtent esriRasterEnv Value, pActive View .Extent 
' Perform the operation 
Dim pOutRaster As !Raster 
Set pOutRaster = pMathOp.Minus(pGeoDs, pGeoDs I) 
' Add it into ArcMap 
Set pRLayer = New RasterLayer 
pRLayer.CreateFromRaster pOutRaster 
pMap.AddLayer pRLayer 
' Create classify renderer and QI RasterRenderer interface 
Dim pClassRen As IRasterClassifyColorRampRenderer 
Set pClassRen = New RasterClassifyColorRampRenderer 
Dim pRasRen As IRasterR.enderer 
Set pRasRen = pClassRen 
' set raster for the render and update 
Dim pRaster As !Raster 
Set pRaster = pRLayer.Raster 
Set pRasRen.Raster = pRaster 
pClassRen.ClassCount = 8 
pRasRen. Update 
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' setting break numbers and class labels 
pClassRen.Break:(O) = -100000000 
pClassRen.Label(O) = "< -90" 
pClassRen.Break( 1) = -90 
pClassRen.Label(l) = "-89 - -60" 
pClassRen.Break(2) = -60 
pClassRen.Label(2) = "-59 - -30" 
pClassRen.Break(3) = -30 
pClassRen.Label(3) = "-29 - O" 
pClassRen.Break(4) = -0 
pClassRen.Label(4) = "1 - 30" 
pClassRen.Break(5) = 30 
pClassRen.Label(5) = "31 - 60" 
pClassRen.Break(6) = 60 
pClassRen.Label(6) = "61 - 90" 
pClassRen.Break(7) = 90 
pClassRen.Label(7) = "> 90" 
pRasRen. Update 
' making symbol colors 
Dim pRedl As IRgbColor 
Dim pRed2 As IRgbColor 
Dim pRed3 As IRgbColor 
Dim pRed4 As IRgbColor 
Dim pBlue4 As IRgbColor 
Dim pBlue3 As IRgbColor 
Dim pBlue2 As IRgbColor 
Dim pBlue I As IRgbColor 
Set pRed 1 = New RgbColor 
Set pRed2 = New RgbColor 
Set pRed3 = New RgbColor 
Set pRed4 = New RgbColor 
Set pBlue4 = New RgbColor 
Set pBlue3 = New RgbColor 
Set pBlue2 = New RgbColor 
Set pBluel = New RgbColor 
pRedl.RGB = RGB(l96, 69, 57) 
pRed2.RGB = RGB(214, 108, 81) 
pRed3.RGB = RGB(227, 146, 109) 
pRed4.RGB = RGB(250, 231, 172) 
pBlue4.RGB = RGB(236, 237, 194) 
pBlue3.RGB = RGB(151, 161,204) 
pBlue2.RGB = RGB(105, 127,207) 
pBluel.RGB = RGB(48, 95,207) 
'seting symbols for each class 
Dim pFSymbol As ISimpleFillSymbol 
Set pFSymbol = New SimpleFillSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pRedl 
pClassRen.Symbol(O) = pFSymbol 
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pFSymbol.Color = pRed2 
pClassRen.Symbol(l) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pRed3 
pClassRen.Symbol(2) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pRed4 
pClassRen.Symbol(3) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pBlue4 
pClassRen.Symbol(4) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pBlue3 
pClassRen.Symbol(S) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pBlue2 
pClassRen.Symbol(6) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pBluel 
pClassRen.Syrnbol(7) = pFSymbol 
' update the renderer and plug into layer 
pRasRen. Update 
Set pRLayer.Renderer = pClassRen 
pMxDoc.Active View .Refresh 
pMxDoc.UpdateContents 
MsgBox ("The results of the topographic change analysis are stored in the grid that was added to the 
view. Results are in centimeters.") 
End Sub 
Highlight Elevations 
Button (highlight_elevations) image on the desktop. 
Code behind the button: 
Private Sub highlight_ Click() 




Code behind UsrFrm_highlight: 
'some of this code is based on the script 'Using RasterClassifyColorRampRenderer' found on 
http://arcobjectsonline.esri.com 
'global variable 
Dim operation As Integer 
Private Sub CmdBtn _ cancel_ Click() 
UsrFrm _ highlight.Hide 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmdBtn_equal_Click() 




Private Sub CmdBtn _less_ Click() 
operation = 2 
Call highlight_ elev 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmdBtn _greater_ Click() 
operation = 3 
Call highlight_elev 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmdBtn_between_Click() 
operation = 4 
Call highlight_ elev 
End Sub 
Private Sub CmdBtn _outside_ Click() 
operation = 5 
Call highlight_ elev 
End Sub 
Private Sub highlight_ elev() 
'Get the Map 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
' Get the raster from the first layer in ArcMap 
Dim pLayer As !Layer 
Set pLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
If Not TypeOfpLayer Is IRasterLayer Then 




Dim pRLayer As IRasterLayer 
Set pRLayer = pLayer 
Dim pGeoDs As IGeoDataset 
Set pGeoDs = pRLayer.Raster 
' Create classify renderer and QI RasterRenderer interface 
Dim pClassRen As IRasterClassifyColorRampRenderer 
Set pClassRen = New RasterClassifyColorRampRenderer 
Dim pRasRen As IRasterRenderer 
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Set pRasRen = pClassRen 
' set raster for the render and update 
Dim pRaster As !Raster 
Set pRaster = pRLayer.Raster 
Set pRasRen.Raster = pRaster 
'set number of classes depending on what box was checked 
Select Case operation 
Case 1, 4, 5 
pClassRen.ClassCount = 3 
Case 2, 3 
pClassRen.ClassCount = 2 
End Select 
pRasRen.Update 
' setting break numbers and class labels depending on what box was checked 
Dim value! As Double 
Dim value2 As Double 
If operation = 1 Then 
value! = lnputBox("Enter an elevation value to highlight (in meters)", "Highlight a specific 
elevation") 
pClassRen.Break(0) = -1000 
pClassRen.Label(0) = " " 
pClassRen.Break(l) = (value! * 100) - 1 
pClassRen.Label(l) = value! & "meters" 
pClassRen.Break(2) = (value! * 100) 
pClassRen.Label(2) = " " 
End If 
If operation = 2 Then 
value! = InputBox("Enter a value to highlight elevations less than (in meters)", "Highlight less 
than") 
pClassRen.Break(0) = -1000 
pClassRen.Label(0) ="elevations<" & value! & "meters" 
pClassRen.Break(l) = value! * 100 
pClassRen.Label(l) ="" 
End If 
If operation = 3 Then 
value! = InputBox("Enter a value to highlight elevations greater than (in meters)", "Highlight 
greater than") 
pClassRen.Break(0) = -1000 
pClassRen.Label(0) = " " 
pClassRen.Break(l) = value I * 100 
pClassRen.Label(l) ="elevations>" & value! & "meters" 
End If 
If operation = 4 Then 
value! = lnputBox("Enter the lower limit of elevation values to highlight (in meters)", "Highlight 
between elevations") 
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value2 = InputBox("Enter the upper limit of elevation values to highlight (in meters)", "Highlight 
between elevations") 
pClassRen.Break(0) = -1000 
pClassRen.Label(0) = " " 
pClassRen.Break{l) = (valuel * 100) 
pClassRen.Label{l) = valuel & "to" & value2 & "meters" 
pClassRen.Break(2) = (value2 * 100) 
pClassRen.Label(2) = " " 
End If 
If operation = 5 Then 
valuel = lnputBox("Enter a value to highlight elevations lower than (in meters)", "Highlight outside 
elevations") 
value2 = InputBox("Enter a value to highlight elevations greater than (in meters)", "Highlight 
outside elevations") 
pClassRen.Break(0) = -1000 
pClassRen.Label(0) = "< " & value! & "meters" 
pClassRen.Break{l) = (value! * 100) 
pClassRen.Label{ 1) = " " 
pClassRen.Break(2) = (value2 * 100) 
pClassRen.Label(2) = ">" & value2 & "meters" 
End If 
pRasRen.Update 
' making symbol colors 
Dim pcolorl As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor2 As IRgbColor 
Dim pcolor3 As IRgbColor 
Set pcolorl = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor2 = New RgbColor 
Set pcolor3 = New RgbColor 
If operation = 1 Then 
pcolorl.NullColor = True 
pcolor2.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 0) 
pcolor3.Nul1Color = True 
End If 
If operation = 2 Then 
pcolorl.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 0) 
pcolor2.Nul1Color = True 
End If 
If operation = 3 Then 
_ pcolor I .Null Color= True 
pcolor2.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 0) 
End If 
If operation = 4 Then 
pcolorl.NullColor = True 
pcolor2.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 0) 
pcolor3.Nul1Color = True 
End If 
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If operation = 5 Then 
pcolorl.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 0) 
pcolor2.Nul1Color = True 
pcolor3.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 0) 
End If 
' seting symbols for each class 
Dim pFSymbol As ISimpleFillSymbol 
Set pFSymbol = New SimpleFillSymbol 
If operation = 1 Or operation = 4 Or operation = 5 Then 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 
pClassRen.Symbol(0) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor2 
pClassRen.Symbol(l) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor3 
pClassRen.Symbol(2) = pFSymbol 
End If 
If operation = 2 Or operation = 3 Then 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolorl 
pClassRen.Symbol(0) = pFSymbol 
pFSymbol.Color = pcolor2 
pClassRen.Symbol(l) = pFSymbol 
End If 
' update the renderer and plug into layer 
pRasRen.Update 
Set pRLayer.Renderer = pClassRen 
pMxDoc.Active View.Refresh 
pMxDoc. UpdateContents 
U srFrm _ highlight.Hide 
End Sub 
Extraction of a user-defined study area 
Button ( extract_lidar) image on desktop. 
Code behind button: 





Form: UsrFrm extract 
Code behind UsrFrm extract: 
'some of this code is based on the 'Setting analysis environment' script found on 
http://arcobjectsonline.esri.com 
Private Sub cancel_Click() 
UsrFrm extract.Hide 
End Sub 
Private Sub display_ extent_ Click() 
'Get the Map 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
' Get the raster from the first layer in ArcMap 
Dim pLayer As !Layer 
Set pLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 
If Not TypeOfpLayer Is IRasterLayer Then 
MsgBox "Your first layer in the TOC menu is not a valid lidar dataset. Please place a raster 
dataset at the top of your layers." 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Dim pRLayer As IRasterLayer 
Set pRLayer = pLayer 
Dim pGeoDs As IGeoDataset 
Set pGeoDs = pRLayer.Raster 
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'Create a Spatial operator 
Dim pMathOp As IMathOp 
Set pMathOp = New RasterMathOps 
' Set output workspace 
Dim pEnv As IRasterAnalysisEnvironment 
Set pEnv = pMathOp 
Dim p WS As IW orkspace 
Dim pWSF As IWorkspaceFactory 
Set pWSF = New RasterWorkspaceFactory 
Set pWS = pWSF.OpenFromFile("c:\temp", 0) 
Set pEnv.OutWorkspace = pWS 
' set extent to display 
Dim pActiveView As IActiveView 
Set pActive View = pMxDoc.Active View 
pEnv.SetExtent esriRasterEnvValue, pActiveView.Extent 
' Perform the operation 
Dim pOutRaster As !Raster 
Set pOutRaster = pMathOp.Power(pGeoDs, 1) 
' Add it into ArcMap 





Private Sub shapefile _ Click() 
'Get the Map 
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 
Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 
Dim pMap As IMap 
Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 
' Get the shapefile from the first layer in ArcMap 
Dim pShape As !Layer 
Set pShape = pMap.Layer(0) 
' Get the raster from the second layer in ArcMap 
Dim pLayer As !Layer 
Set pLayer = pMap.Layer(l) 
If Not TypeOfpLayer Is IRasterLayer Then 
MsgBox "Your second layer in the TOC menu is not a valid lidar dataset. Please place the 




Dim pRLayer As IRasterLayer 
Set pRLayer = pLayer 
Dim pGeoDs As IGeoDataset 
Set pGeoDs = pRLayer.Raster 
'Create a Spatial operator 
Dim pMathOp As IMathOp 
Set pMathOp = New RasterMathOps 
' Set output workspace 
Dim pEnv As IRasterAnalysisEnvironment 
Set pEnv = pMathOp 
Dim p WS As !Workspace 
Dim pWSF As IWorkspaceFactory 
Set pWSF = New RasterWorkspaceFactory 
Set pWS = pWSF.OpenFromFile("c:\temp", 0) 
Set pEnv.OutWorkspace = pWS 
'set analysis mask to the shapefile 
'initialize raster objects 
Dim peop As IExtractionOp 
Set peop = New RasterExtractionOp 
Dim praenv As IRasterAnalysisEnvironment 
Set praenv = peop 
Dim irp As IRasterProps 
Set irp = pRLayer.Raster 
'Dim csize As IPnt 
'Set csize = irp.MeanCellSize 
Dim pFeature As !Feature 
Dim plnFeatureClass As IFeatureClass 
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer 
Set pFeatureLayer = pMxDoc.FocusMap.Layer(0) 
Set plnFeatureClass = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass 
'Dim NumOfRow As Integer 
'NumOfRow = plnFeatureClass.FeatureCount(Nothing) 
'For I = 0 To NumOfRow - 1 
'Get polygon 
Set pFeature = plnFeatureClass.GetFeature(0) 
'Next I 
'praenv.SetCellSize esriRasterEnvValue, csize.X 
Dim thepolygon As !Geometry 
Set thepolygon = pFeature.ShapeCopy 
praenv .SetExtent esriRasterEnv Value, thepolygon.Envelope 
Dim pgds As IGeoDataset 
Set pgds = peop.Polygon(pRLayer.Raster, thepolygon, True) 
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Dim pExtractedRaster As !Raster 
Set pExtractedRaster = pgds 
' set extent to shapefile 
Dim pActive View As !Active View 
'Set pActive View = pShape.AreaOflnterest 
pEnv .SetExtent esriRasterEnv Value, pShape.AreaOflnterest 
' Perform the operation 
Dim pOutRaster As !Raster 
Set pOutRaster = pMathOp.Power(pGeoDs, 1) 
' Add it into ArcMap 






Appendix C. Outline of user's manual for the Coastal Geo Toolbox 
The following is an outline of the contents of a Users Manual for the Coastal 
GeoToolbox. This Manual will be provided to the users of the system and will 
describe how to obtain and install the software, input data requirements, and 
operating instructions. 
❖ Introduction 
1. Purpose of tool 
1. Provide an automated suite of tools for viewing and 
performing analyses on coastal geomorphology data 
collected by the National Park Service (NPS), Northeast 
Coastal & Barrier Network (NCBN) 
2. Not intended to be used for decision making purposed, 
but as a method of finding possible extreme 
occurrences of coastal change, which can then be 
further investigated 
3. Making the data easy to use by NPS researchers and 
managers 
11. Analyses contained 
1. Horizontal shoreline location procedures 
a. A GUI driven query of the shoreline database 
b. Automated shoreline change analysis 
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❖ Installation 
2. Lidar topographic survey procedures 
a. Standardized and easily imported lidar 
classification schemes, or legends 
b. Acquire elevations for other datasets, through 
appending elevation information onto a point 
shapefile or calculating elevation statistics 
within a polygon shapefile 
c. Easily accessible Spatial Analyst functions, 
including the creation of contour lines and slope 
maps 
d. Calculating the amount of change for each raster 
cell between two lidar surveys, referred to as 
topographic change analysis 
e. Highlight a range of elevations 
f. Extract a smaller, user-defined, portion of a 
lidar survey 
1. Systems requirements 
1. ArcGIS 8.3, or a more recent version of ArcGIS 
2. Spatial Analyst extension 
11. Where to find tool 
1. NCBN website 
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2. Will be distributed to each of the four ocean parks 
within the NCBN 
a. Assateague Island National Seashore (ASIS) 
b. Cape Cod National Seashore (CACO) 
c. Fire Island National Seashore (FUS) 
d. Gateway National Recreation Area (GA TE) 
m. Downloading the Coastal GeoToolbox and documentation 
1. The Coastal GeoToolbox is a contained within a 
customized ArcMap document, so it would be 
downloaded as an .mxd (ArcMap document) file. 
2. Reference datasets for the automated shoreline change 
analysis tool. 
3. User's manual, and sample datasets. 
1v. Installing the Coastal Geo Toolbox 
1. The toolbox is simply loaded as an ArcMap document, 
or project. The reference and NCBN datasets will need 
to be loaded to perform any procedures. 
❖ Data Requirements 
1. Horizontal shoreline location data 
1. Shorelines combined into one polyline shapefile to 
create a shoreline database 
2. List of attributes, also requires some merging and 
splitting of line features 
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11. Lidar topographic surveys 
1. ESRI integer grid format, with elevation in centimeters 
as the value field. 
2. A second field contains elevation in meters. 
♦:♦ Operating the Tool 
1. Each tool explained in detail by section 
1. Screen shots 
2. Flow charts of the forms 
11. Examples of each tool will be included using sample data 
111. Some general GIS functions will be included as well to show 
how to change legends 
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